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Marshall Plan: Recovery or War?
By JAMES S. ALLEN
of
Marshall PIau daim is
A
ior world recovery. They
will save
depression. This
daim made by many who are now
DVOCATES

the

say it

it
a scheme
us from another

ia the

engaged in selling the European Recovery Program (E.R.P.)
to the labor uniona and to the general public
It is charged that the Communists are opposed to world
recovery, and for this reason are opposing the Marshall Plan.
It is true that Cummunists and many progressives everywhere
axe opposing this scheme. But they oppose it because they
believe it will lead to an even more severe economic crisis than
otherwise, because it serves the purpase of the Ameriean
monopolies who are seeking to dominate the world, and ba
cause it would lead to war.
A desperate effort is being made here and abroad to p r m t
the Marshall PIan as a humanitarian act, designed to help the
starving peoples of Europe. Under pressure from the Wallace
third party movement, President Truman attempts to picture
E.R.P. as the only means to prevent war and to assure peace.
Right-wing libexah and Socialists, some form& New Dealers,
and groups of trade union leaders, turning against the p a
ple's movement around Henry Wallace, are attempting to sell
the Marshall Plan as a "liberal foreign policy."
Most of t h m people are not political innocents who have
lost their way amidst the turmoil and upsurge of world politia.
Nor can they plead ignorance of the real intent of the Mar.
3

shall Plan. If perdance some were taken in by the well-soundinp; pretensions of Marshall's offer oE assistance to Europe in
his Harvard University speech of June 5, rg47, by now there
is sufficient oftcial materid on hand and as much eyidencc as
can be desired to see the scheme in its true light.

I. ORIGIN AND AIMS
By all current standards of speechmaking, MarshaH's address
Haward seemed moderate in tone, especially as compared
with Truman's "Doctxine" speech of the previous Maxch and
the usual "get tough" oration. Some like Max Lerner, an
cditor oE the New York newspaper PM, and others who are
5plitring the prqpssives by supporting Truman, discoveretl
in Marshall's speech a basic change of policy from the Truman
Doctrine, Even now they tell us that it is only nece.ssq to
return to the noble principles enunciated by Marshall to see
the basic good in the European Recovery Program.
at

T H E HRRVARD SPEECH
But the s p e d itself offers no evidende of this. The only
thing new in the s p e d was the tactical maneuver employed
by Marshall. It consisted of the d e d p i t i v e approach
emphasizing "world recovery," in order to sidestep the popular
protest against the Thman Doctrine of supporting reactionary regimes abroad and bypassing the United Nations.
Attention to the real content of the Harvard speech would
reveal that it initiated a further development of the T m a n
Dmrine, endowing it with the necessary twists far appIication to Western Europe.
Marshal1 offered assistance to Europe prwiding "a number,
if not aJI European countties," would jointly draft a program
for "recovery" acwptable to the United States. H e denied his
d e r was directed against any country, just as Truman denied
this in his "Doctrine"s p e d . He asserted its only purpose was
world mvery, of a kind which would "permit the emergence
of politid and social conditions in which free institutions
a n exist." To leave no doubt what he meant he then
threatened "any government which maneuvers to block re4

mvery," and "governments, political parties or groups which
seek to perpetuate h w n misery in o h to profit therefrom

politidly or othemh"
This was the usual parlance for bullying and threatening
the Soviet Union, the new people's states of Eastern Europe,
and the Communists and anti-fascists everywhere. Marshall
did not mention the United Nations in connection with his
assistance plan. He did not deem it necessary to explain why
a plan for worId recovery should be undertaken outaide that
body, especially when a European Economic Commission of
U.N.,of which the Soviet Union and the East European states
were members, had already been at work for some time.
It should have been obvious to any serious observer tha~
M h a I l ' s speech was not a sudden tum in policy but an
outgrowth and continuation of the entire preceding line of
policy. In this connection, certain dates should be kept in
mind for they tell much about the origin and aims of the Marshall P h .
The Marshall Plan grew from embryo to completed form in
the period between two conferences of Big Four foreign ministers on the German peace treaty. The first was held in Moscow
in March* 1947, and the second met in London in NovemberDecember of the same year. As the Moscow Conference opened,
the President delivered hia masage to Congress (Mnrch 12)
which is known as the Truman Doctrine. H e told the world
that it is the fixed p I i q of the United States to block communism everywhere and to support m e d £regovern
menu. H e chose as the first exemplars of " M o m " rhe fasdst.
royalist Greek regime, which has been imposed by British
bayonets, and the feudalist government of Turkey, wbich had
been "neutral" in Eavor of Hitler chring the war. As had been
anticipated, the President's message caused the Mowow Canference to end in stalemate.
The first official version of the Marshall Plan was submitted by the President to Congress on December 19, immediately
after the failure of the London Conference. That this conhence would fail w a a foregone conclusion, k u s e the Mar&dl Plan was being prepared as the alternative, as the direct
opposite, to the policy of .Big Four agreement. In fact, the
Marshall Plan was designed to replace a11 wartime agreements
5

with a singlehanded action by the United States that would
assure the goals of the imperialists. This is fully proved by
events, and sustained by evidence from prominent official
policy-makers,
A month before Marshall spoke at Haward, Assistant-Secretary of State Dean Acheson launched the first feeler on the
new schetne. He spoke at Cleveland, Mississippi, before a
meeting of the Delta Council, which consists of the b e *
pIantation owners and cotton factors in the South. '1'0
receptive audience Adreson propsed outright that Germany
and Japan be remnsuucted as the centers of "reujvery" in
Europe and Asia. This bold statement was tempered with a socalled Continental Plan for European recovery, along the
lines of "self-aid" and "cooperation," which later became the '
theme of the MmhaLl Plan.
As reported in the press at the time, Acheson's speech was
the result of careful deliberation in Washington top circles
following Marshall's return from the Moscow Conference.
This was the first crude statement of the Marshall Plan, which
the generaI-diplomat later polished up at Harvard, taking care
to omit reEetences ta the reconstruction of Germany and Japan
as the core of his scheme for "world recovery." No one in an
official position now ares to relate the Marshall Plan back
to Dean Acheson's speech. It was deemed the better part of
wisdom to retire him horn the State Department to the I u m tive business of corporation law.
Between the Demmratic and Republican wings of the bipartisan team there was little difference in the development of
major policy following the stalemate of the Moscow ConEerence. In May, Herbert Homer, in a Ietter to Representative
Taber, came out openly foi a separate peace with a West German state and with Japan. Hardly was the conference in
Moscow over when Senator Vandenberg declared: "We cannot
wait tcw long for a peace program which at least unites those
who a n agree."

BYRNES ' P E A K S FRANKLY'
That this was also the main line of thinking in Adminiamtion drdes is revealed by James F. Byrnes in his bonk Speaking
6
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Frankly, published on the eve of the Ldndon Conferenoe. No
one is better fitted than the former Seaetary of State to rwed
the essence of the policy which is carried forward in the Marshall P h . In his official position, second only to the President,
he played a leading role in the first aucial p t w a r years in
reversing the Rocwevelt policy, It was Bymes to whom the
honor fell of breaking with the Potsdam agreement an Germany, in his speech at Stuttgart in September, 1946, when he
denounwd that a
d as a fairwe, and propad the merging
of the American and British wnes in Germany.
From this book there emerges a dear picture of how the
bipartisan policy is directd toward obtaining mnml of heavy
industry in the R u h for the American monopolists. Around
this e n a l a West European bloc under Wall St. domination
L to be constructed. Tbh is why official policy, as described
by B p e s , opposa~fow-power mnml of the R u b , reparations, and socialization of industry. He put it rather plainly:
"The control of German industries should be turned back to
the fonner owam"-the very men responsible for Hider.
Although his book was published about two months before
the London Confexence, and parts of it appeared even earlier
in the newspapem, Byxnes wrote as if failure at London was
a foregone conclusion. H e proposed a German peace confera c e in early 194, although he knew very well that such a
mnferenee would have to be held without the Soviet Union
and the East European countries. T o appear fair and square
he urged that the Soviet Union be invited, but should she fail
to participate a separate peace should be made with a West
German state resulting from the merger of the French zone
with AngIeAmeriean bizonia. Following this a demand should
be made for the withdrawal of all m o p horn Germany. If the
Soviet Union refused, the United States wouId have to prwail
upon the Security Council to compel Russian withdrawal. The
United States would make i t dear to dl concerned &at it
would "we all its power to support the action of UN."
As the London Times put it, this
"little better than a
simple recipe for war" (October 16, 1947).
Enough has happened to demonstrate that the policy
described by Bgrnes in his book is in fact an operating policy,
although its applieatlon is being slowed down considerably

7

by the resistance of the democratic forces the world over. As
the mult of a new Anglo-American agreement at the end of
a947, the United States obtained dominant positions in all
emnomic age.ndes of German bizonia in return for feeding the
Western zones. And another agreement in January, 1947,
transformed the economic merger into practically a full-blown
politid merger. Negotiations were also proceeding to swing
rhe French zone into the new rump state.
This general line of policy was dcialIy amfirmed by Mar.
shall in his xadio address after the failure of the London
Conference, when he said: "Wecannot look forward to a unified Gemany at this time. We must do the best we can in the
area where our influence can be felt."
Another early and oikial insight into the origins and spirit
d the Truman Doctrine and Marshail Plan was provided by
"Mr.X (since identified as George Kennan, chairman of the
Policy Committee of the State Department), in an article
appearing in the July, 1947, issue of Foreign Affairs.Kennan
began his training as an expert on R u s h and Soviet Communism in the lie factory at Riga, Latvia, which 04ed the
world with tall tales about the nationalization of women and
other "horrors" of Bolshevism during the days of the Russian
Revolution and the early years d the Swiet Republic.
At any rate, his present ideas, which reflect thinking in the
State Department, have at Ieast the virtue of simplicity even
though they may be devoid of real insight into world affairs.
According to him the inner collapse of Swiet power would
be practically certain if the Soviet Union could be isolated for
a period of lo to 15 years "by the adroit and vigdant applieation of counter-force at a series of mnstantfy shifting geographical and political points." In his view the many inner
strains and weaknesses of the Soviet system would end in
complete aolIapse.
It d m noi seem to bother "Mr. X" that this policy has been
w i d for the past thirty years, when every conceivable "appLicatian of counter-force" wrts attempted, h r n politid isolation
and economic blockade to Allied military intervention and
the Hitler invasion. Obviously he feels that the entire burden
of carrying on a bankrupt policy must now be assumed by the
United States. In fact, he holds, it is incumbent upon the

-
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United States to accept "the responsibilities of moral and
political leadenhip that history plainly intended them to
bear."
With thee "&mien race" concepts, so similar to the Hmcnvolk theories of Hitler, our policy-makm seem to a m m e that
all that needs to be done is to announa A m e r i a leadership
to have the peoples of the world come flocking to the savior.
Unfortunately, even accordmg to *'Mr.X," the badly shaken
capitalist countries have to be shored up for some lo or 15
yem, not against the alleged onrush of Soviet Communism but
against their own inner weaknesses and crises, and against the
demands of their own people for security. This is the task that
the Marshdl Plan is supposed to accomplish.
All evidence reveals that the Marshall PIan is an extension
ofthe policy developing sin= the end of the war. It is directed
toward scuttling all wartime agreements, toward permanently
splitting Germany, and turning the Ruhr into the main base
for the American monopolies in Europe,

11. THE DOCTRINE AND THE PLAN
Events themselves demonstrate how the Marshall Plan carries forward the Truman b t r i n e . Even during the preliminary period, before an o G a l version had been presented, tbe
Marshall PIan was already operating efiectively as a form of
reactionary pressure upon Europe, The Right-wing liberaIs
of Americans for Demoaatic Action {A.DA.) are at least

consistent in supporting both the Truman Doctrine and the
Marshdl Plan, recognizing their identicid p u p e s . But othen
with a leftist turn, like Lerner, support the Marshall Plan
because they hold it is a progressive improvement upon the
Truman Docmine. Not only do they skip by the entire context
of reactionary policy within which the scheme developed, but
they cannot see events in h n t of their noses. These events
demonstrate that the Marshall Plan is designed to achieve the
very same results in Western Europe as the Truman DocPine
seeks in Greece and Turkey, and as United States intemention
i n China.
9

In che book already referred to, Byrnes reveals something of
the tactics involved in launching the Marshall Plan. He says
the scheme was born as a result of discussions within the
Amerian delegation on its return trip horn the Moscow
Conference. It appears that the bluster of the Truman Doctrine, and belligerent steps by the United States in China,
Greem and the Mediterranean, had " m d " the Russians not
at dl. On the other hand, it had aroused great protest and
opposition in the United States and other countries. The Docmine is too much like the slogans employed by Hitler. Henry
Wallam's triumphal tours of Europe and the United States
were demonstrating how eager the people were to rally against
the aggressive policy. At the same time, the Doctrine offered
no possible pretext to the Right-wing Socidists in Europe,
or to their brethren in the United State, to swing their following into support of the imperialist scheme. Accordingly, as
wan stressed in the conversations recorded by Bymes, a more
"pitive approach" was required. The idea of "world r e w ery" with American aid was to be coupled more prominently
with the intensive anti-Communist campaign.
P r x t i a l results h m this policy are already at hand. The
expulsion of the Communist parties from the French and
Italian Cabinets were the first preliminary victories of the
Marshall Plan. T h i s was done under direct pressure born*the
United States Government, as payment on account for the
loans already extended to France and Italy and for the loans
p d e d under the Marshdl Plan. Eventa already show that
Amerian intervention is having the effect of reviving the
fascist elements in these countries.

What sort of 'hcovery" this a n lead to is demonstrated
by recent events in France, A great strike of three miIlion
French worlrers got under way in November-a powerful and
defiant defense of their living standards and national independcnee against American intervention. Talk of launching
civil war against the Freneh people in the Greek style became
rampant. The real temper of French and American reactionary
and Right-wing Socialist circles was revealed by C. L. Sulz10

b e e r in a dispatch from Paris to The New Ymk Times. H e
r 4 I e d that "In January, 1919, Gustav Noske [a SocialDemoaatic leader] saved demmacy in Gemany for fourteen
more y e m by swift strong action, firing upon the extra-legal
mobs" (November ns, I 947).
I t seems that this course of action was seriously being considered. The same orrapondent sums up what he defines an
"the consensus of diplomatic opinion in Paris"-meaning

mainly the opinion in the Amerian Embauy-as foIlows:
"Because the real battle on the Marshall Plan is now fully
engaged, events wiIl have to s u d each other until Charlcs
de Gaulle mmes to power."
Nor was this merely the opinion of interventionist znd
reactionary Jrdes on the spot. John Foster Dulles, the Repub
lican cartel politico, left the four-power conference in Londm
to intervene directly in the French situation. On the eve of
his departure from London, in a style reminiscent of Nazi
dealings with France, he read the French Communists out of
poIiticaI life for not being a "French political party." Dulka
of course, assumed without question &at he has every right to
intervene in French plitias, although he is not even a Frenchman. And like Abetz or any other Nazi Gaubitcr he wamed
France of dire consequences:
"A catastrophe in France p y which he meant the success of
the genwaI strike] would be like the French debacle in 1940,
which awakened all America to the danger of the Nazis."
With these preliminary remarks, Dulles came to Paris. There
he lost no time in in tmiewing the government leaders, induding Right-wing Socialists like Blum and Jouhaux. His prize
interview was-with De Gaulle, to make certain of his support
for the policy of assuring American monopoly control of the
Ruhr and ofa Westem bIm
This is made dear by Drew Middleton, another New Ywk
Times correspondent, who reported from London after D d h
returned h m his French mission that an agreement had been
reached between Dulles, De Gaulle and a number of unnamed
luminaries in the French gowmment. Amrrding to Middleton, the understanding d e d for control of the Ruhr, under
the s-lled
French plan of "hternationalizati~a,~'whi&
means the exdusion of the Soviet Union, and joint mntrd
11

by a sort of cartel of British, French and American trusts, with
the latter dominant. The agreement was also said to include
the timing of merging the French wne with the Angle

American, and

a plan for the structure of a separate West
German state. (The New York Times, December 9, 1947.)
According to James Reston, another Times mrresponde~l
1,
whose seat is i n Washington close to the Skate Department,
the Dulles agreement was heartily approved in o s a l circles.
In addition, he reported, it was very much doubted in Washington whether economic aid would be sufficient to swing
France completely into the orbit of the reactionary bloc.

According to hirn, powerful sentiment existed in Washington
for miiidary support to the French and It&
governments
against the Communists, as well as direct financial aid to the
anti-Communist parties. (The N m York Times, December 5.

'~7.1

It was shortly after Dulles saw the French Sacialists and
their trade union leader, Jouhaux, that the Socialists split the
French wade unions, and set up their own strikebreaking
center, the Force Outniire.
If the objective of inciting De Gaulle's seizure of power was
not realized, this was due to the staunch resistance of the French
workers, who won many oE their economic demands &d
m u s e d the French people to t h e danger of intervention.

GREECE, CHINA AND E.R.P.
What difference, then, is there between the Truman DocMarshall Plan in France? Even the
differences of tone and method are beginning td vanish. Nor
is the Marshall Phn in any way softening the application of
the Truman Doctrine in Greem, as might be expected if it is
true that the former is an improvement over the latter.
In his first report on aid to Greece and Turkey (November
lo. igq?), President Truman had to make a remarkable confession. He bad to admit, despite the goals announced by him
last March, that the economic situation in Greece had not
improved. Even more, he had to report the "overall worsening
of the military situation," despite the work of the Ameriean
military mission in Greece, &pi& shiploads of munitiom
trine in Greece and the

I=

from America.,despite terroristic action against the Communists and other Greek patriots. Furthermore, he had to confesn
that he saw Iittle hope for the immediate success of the

Progmm.
And how daes he p r o p to improve the situation? Perchance by reducing military aid, by shifting the emphasis to
reconstruction and recovery? The President informs us that the
allotment to the Grcek army has been increased at the expense
of the civilian program! The answer to the inflation and to
the bottomless economic crisis in Greece is to intensify the civil
war. What a complete sell-exposure this is1 Even the skimpy
''re@overy" adornments of the Tnunan Doctrine are to be
sacrificed for its main weapon: d i t a r y intervention.
In this the President proves to be a man of his word,
although he so readily forgets his promises when it coma
to mial refom Additionai American aid wa9 quickly raised
to haease the strength d the Greek Army. American o f i m
are taking the field against the patriotic m y of the Free Government of General Markos. Additional U.S. Marines, in full
battle gear, were dispatched to the Mediterranean in invasionlanding d t . T h e death sentence has been decreed in Greece
for strikers.
To top this, on February 15, 1948, in connection with his
second report on Greece, the President indicated he would
soon ask Congress for additional funds for interventiott in
Greece and Turkey. At the same time, the head of the U.S.
Military Mission became a member of the Greek National Defense Council, making the United States an official partkipam
aIongside the Greek fascists in the civil war. For the present,
military suppIies, naval aid and American officers as advisers.
How soon will the request be made for large-sale interveation by an American army?
The Marshall Plan, the Truman Doctrine and the China
poIicy merge into a single interventionist and expansionist
drive. For gome time leading Republicans had been insisting
upon stepping up intervention in China to keep pace with intervention in Euxope. As a matter of fact. Chiang Kai-shek
has already xeceived more aid from the United States than
the total amount projected for the first year of the Marshdl
Plan in Europe. And on February 18, three days after the
1s

requested additional funds for Cree*, he asked Conp s s for another $57o,om,ooo for China, besides the recent

-dent

trader of planes, ammunition and other supplies from sur-

PI-

goods.
In the Resident's new proposal for China aid, the last dis-

tinction vanishes between the various phases of the interventionist policy. The. latest "stopgap" assistance to China is to
be administered by the same agency that will operate E.R.P.,
according to the Pr&&nt.
There is no essential differenw between the Truman Docmine and the Marshall Plan as far as their main objectives are
concerned. Greece presents a preview of what the Marshall
Plan will do to France and other countries if it is permitted
to progress much further. When the Communists oppose chis
plan they are not opposing world recovery, but are attempting
xi save the world from chaos and another war.

111. WHO SPLIT EUROPE?
T o substantiate the charge that Communists are opposed
to world recovery and far this reason are fighting E.R.P. it is
raid by the MarshaU Plan advocates chat the Soviet U-don

refused LO accept the offer of assistance and brought about the
rpli~in Europe. It is worthwhile examining
- the record to see
Ghether thesd charges can hold

'WEST OF ASIA'

b
I -,

Marshall's specb at Harvard University was to be the signal
etarting the scheme rolling in Europe. For a week after the
address not a single European capital responded. Then,
reporredly on the insistence of Ernest Bevin, Foreign Minister
in the British Labor Government, Marshall asserted in a press
interview that the plan applied to all countries "West of Asia."
This fwtnote was expected to make up for the obvious and
deliberate impression given by Marshall in his address that
the Soviet Union would be excluded. Hi phrase "West of
Asia" was then interpretd as an invitatibn to the Soviet
14

Union, but an invitation of a special kind. As tbe Paris cormspondent of The New Yorh Times reported, it was g e n d l y
suspected "that the aim was to open to Russia a door thac
Washington felt sure she w o d d not enter" (June 18, 1947).
But this was the gimmick that Bevin and the French Smdist Cabinet ne&d to launch the plan in the face of deep
distrust of h e r i m expansionist aims, and the opposition
among the peoples ewrywhete to an antihviet bloc. Takiag
"West of Asia" as his cue, Bwin took to the stump with a
glowing eulogy of the Marshall Plan, comparing it with our
own Bunker Hills and Yorktowns, aItbou@ not a single detail
of the plan was known. He then ruaed off to Paris, where
together with Soualist Premier Ramadier he worked up
enough heat to Iead the British and French governmenu SO
accept the Marshall Plan unconditionally-although a conaete
plan rpecifying amounts and terms did not exist. With chis
=lid achievement eo their credit, Bevin and French Foreign
Minister BidauIt, amidst much open cynicism and sneering,
"invited" Molotov to join them in Parkwithin a week, no
more-to discuss the scheme.
To encourage Molotov, Bevin told Parliament during a
flying trip to London while awaiting the Soviet reply that he
was ready to "organize &is business'' with dispatch and without regard to "finwe or procedure or terms of reference." This
was a blustering challenge to the Russians, who are apparently not the sort to commit their own country or others
unconditionally to a plan the details of which were unknown.
Then. to obvious constmation in W ~ t e r ncapitah, Molotov accepted the invitation to confer. He brought 89 enomic experts with him to Paris for a serious discussion of
European reconstruction. In the note accepting the invitation
the Soviet government declared: 'The primslry task of Eur*
pean countries is the speediest passibre rehabilitation and
further development of their national economies disruppd by
the war," a task which could and &odd be "facilitated by
United States aid" It was also noted that neither the a m m t
nor the terms of the M a d d l offer had been mrnmuniatcd
to Moscow, and that this wpm would have to be cIarif3ed
Thus, the Soviet Union was opposed neither to Europeau
reconstruction, to which it had already contributed heavily
15

in the form of fwd supplies and materials, nor did it xeject the
prospect of American economic assistance, providing this did
not interfere with the sovereignty of the xeceiving nn tions.
All evidence pints to a prior agreement among tbe British,
French and American governments before Molotov even had
an opportunity to pxesent the Soviet position. The conference
of the three foreign ministers was opened with the presentation
of the British proposal. About this a leading Paris mmpondent wmte as foUows:

Its outstanding feature is the way it anfohns to the
suggestions made by United States Ambassador [to Britain] Lewis W. Douglas in his speech to the American
Chamber of Commerce in London Thursday. The British
proposals also fit so well into what suggestions have been
coming from Washington that one must suppose they
were partly based on the conversations held with
Assiatant&uttary of State] Wirliam I+. CIayton in
don before Mr. b i n came here. Finally the British plan
dovetails neacIy into tbe French proposaIs put £orward by
Mr. Bidault and hence lines u the two countries against
he Soviet union ( ~ e o ,or^ Rncr, June r s qa,,.

E:

YOLOTO V'S POSIl'ION
The basic ditkcnces that split rhe conference revolved
mound whether the European nations were to reconstruct as
sovereign states or on conditions laid down by the United
States. Molotov proposed an approach that would guard the
national independence of the receiving countries. He urged
that each counny estimate its needs, in the light oh iu own
plans for reconstruction, indicating what additional asshhn~e
it would require from abroad. The European conference
would then arrange credits from the United States. In this
way, he hoped, co-operation would grow among all European
nations, as weII as bemen them and the United S t a m on
an eqkl and sovereign basis.
Bwin aad Bidault rejected this approach offhand. Instead
they insisted upon their own p h , which had obviously
already received the approval of the Amerian Government.
It is well worth recalling MoIotw's miticism of this plan,
&muse the points he made in July, 1947, have been p m d
16

correct by events. He accused the British and French govern-

menu of seeking to impose an economic directorate over and
above the European countries, in the form of the suggest&
Steering Committee, now d e d the Executive Committee of
the Committee of European Economic Co-operation. He raid
that Britain and France would dominate this committee,
which would inevitably interfere in the internal &airs of every
member nation. By adopting a policy of prime dependence
upon foreign loans, imtead of relying upon the internal
resources and domestic efforts of each country, he charged that
Britain and France would assure the United States a dominant
voice in the affairs of Europe.
Another major objection by Molotov to the Aagl*Fre.ncb
approach was their plan to use German resour= before the
question of Germany had been settled by the Big Four, and
beEore reparations claims had been met. In his opinion muntries that sufired most from Hitler aggression should receive
priority in all aid, particularly in the use of German industrid
products. Instead, as he pointed out, the Marshall Plan h
being erected upon the foundation of the partition of Germany, rather than a united democratic Germany that could
become a member of the Eumpean famiry of nations. Finally
he warned that the Marshall Plan would mean the division of
Europe, and that American credits would be used to line up
one part of Europe against another.
He cautioned Britain and France of the dire consequences
to themselves in'following this policy, by whi-ch he meant the
danger to their own national independence and world position
as the result of submitting to the expansionist program of
American imperialism.
Thus it is utterly unfounded to argue that the Soviet Union
rejected the Marshall Plan because she is opposed to European
or world reconstruction or because she rejected offhand an
offer of American economic assistance. She opposed she Marshall Plan because it was aimed not at recovery but at Ameri- '
can imperialist domination of Europe, at rebuilding the base
of German monopoly capitalism in the West, and at splitting
Europe into two opposing camp.
Similar miticisms were voiced by the smaller nations of
Europe a t the conference which was hurriedly convened in
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Faris on July In, ten days after the failure of the meeting of
the British, French and Soviet foreign ministers. The Scandinavian countries and Switzerland insisted upon sakgwnb
tor national sovereignty u h the M a d d l Plan and
demanded assurances that an antiSoviet bloc would not be
formed. As if to mnfum Molotov's warnings, the Committee
of European Economic b o p r a t i o n set up by this conference
ofsixteen West European nations is dominated by an executive committee of five countries headed by Britain and France,
who are thus able to impose their policia upon the others.
And to confinn the worst fears with reapect to the Marshall
Plan, the program apprwed at Paris provided for negdatiam
with the AngleAmerican military govcmment in Germany
for the purpose of bringing Western Germany, a3 a sepatate
entity, into the European "recovery" scheme.
It should be r d e d that the American offer had been made
on the basis of European "self-aid" Indeed, Bevin and Bidault
swore themselves blue in the face at the Paris conferences and
in many orations that neither they nor the United States had
the slightest intention of intervening in the internal aEairs of
any country.
At the conference of sixteen nations where the Marshall
Plan was accepted, and committees set up to draft a report to
the United States setting forth their requirements, direct-American intervention was so obvious that it could not be denied
During the conkrenee an American headquarum was established in Paris, headed by AssistantSeeretary 'ofState Clayton.
A triumvirate of American ambasadom worked with him:
Douglas, Cafferg and Murphy, envoys respectively to Britain,
France and the A.M.G. in Germany. They carried on constant
negotiations wish the nations participating in the conference.
The draft r e v dxawn up by the Paris conference were sub
mitted to them fox criticism before being made finstl. On their
insistence the estimate of aid required from abroad was
trimmed down from twenty-nine binion dollars over four
years, to twenty-two billion, and many other changes were
made at the expense of the expansion of European industry
and to the detriment of the people's standard of living.
Once these Europan gwernments had placed themselves
at the mercy of the United Stam, by agreeing in advance to
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grants of aid the terms and conditions of which muld not
but be onerous, they had already surrendered a large slice of
independence.
If h e r e were any illusions left about the "humanitarian"
motives of the Marshall Plan, the junkets of American Congressmen into Europe during the summer and fall of 1947
must have opened the eyes of many Empeans. At least halE
the American Congres packed its bags and set oft for a tour
oE Western Europe that must have made the Hitlwite tourists
of old look like pikers. Our honorable Senators and Repre
sentatives did not hesitate to pry into twry aspect of government and emnomic af€airs, nor to exarrogant opinions
about their political and social life. One Amerim Senator
advised the Italian government to use machine guns against
the "reds," and others expressed similar opinions in Franee.
This was a foretaste of the kind of treatment to be expected
hAmerican agents roezming Europe under the authority
of the Marshall PIan, once it is set up.
Such a wholesale humiliation of nations is exceeded only
by Hitler's "New Order" in Eumpe. If the American people
should become thick&nned about this aorc of thing, and
utterly insensitive to the degradation of entire nations by our
imperialists, then we too will haw lost our birthright as an
independent and demomatic nation.
As mn be seen from this brief amunt, the entire Marsha11
maneuver was carried out with great speed. Within a month
after MarshaIl's speech at Harvmd, a potential West European
antiSoviet bIoc had been gathered in conference at Paris. As
Bevin declared, "speed was of the e ~ ~ m ~ e " 4 5 p d dsince
ly
only a few months remained before the scheduled London
meeting of the Big Four to take up the German question. It
was necessary to rush to completion the alternate program to
the Potsdam Agreemenh to set up the h e w o r k for a cornpIetely opposite policy that muld be pursued without the
Soviet Union and againet her.

EASTERN EUROPE
Undoubtedly one of the objectivers of the Marsha11 maneuver
during its early phase was to separate the East European
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democracies hom the Soviet Union, with the expectation that
the political situation there could be reversed, and the old hastile cordon re-establishedalong the borders of the Soviet state.
This p h e of the M m d d Plan met with early and complete
defeat. In one or hvo countries a certain confusion a r a e due
to the swift .pace of events. But it was only a matter of days,
before all the East European states had xejmed the invitation.
They had gomi and sufkient reasons of their own. These
countries had already made the decisive turn toward uprooting capitalism and had established the basis for their advance
toward m i a l h All of them had their own plans of reconstruction and recovery, on the foundation of the new society
they were seating. Two-, Three-, and Five-Year Plans were
already in operation, and their principal aim was to achieve
rapid development of their economies along the lines ofs o d ism. True, they needed then and still need today whatever
foreign assistance would aid them to establish modern industry and provide them with necessaq raw materials. But they
do not plan their reconstruction on the prime basis of foreign
aid; this is considered supplementary to their own efforts.
They rely fundamentally upon the great creative energies
of their peoples released by the revolutions that had taken
place in theix countries. From each other and imm the Soviet
Union they can rely upon economic assistance of the kiid that
would encourage further progressive development. They are
the h t ona to shut the door to trade on a commercial basis
with West Europe and the United States. But c~xtainlythey
will not accept Eoreign aid at the price of undermining their
new d e t i e s , of mtoriog the former imperialist hold upon
their nations, and of being shoved into a combination against
the Soviet Union. For these reasons they were quick to see the
dangers inherent in the Marshall Plan, and to reject it as a
threat to their own further progress and independence.
People who have just emerged from fascist slavery, who
fought so valiantly for their national liberation, and who have
"stormed the heavens" in revolutions that axe xemaking theix
lands fall easy victim neither to atomic blackmail nor to the
more subtle enticements of the Marshall Plan.

'

IV. TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Toward the end of 1947 the specific features of the Marshall
Plan took shape. Until then even the countries which had
subscribed to it had remained in the dark as to what they wete
to expect from the United States.
A number of committees had been set up by President Tru-

man to prepare the measure. The most important was the
President's Committw on Foreign Aid with W. Averell Harriman, Semecary of Commerce, as chairman, On the Committee,
alongside heads of corporations and some professors, were
James B. Carey of the C.1.0. and George Meany of the
A. F. of L.,both ofwhom assumed active duty in the wnpaign
w sell the scheme to labor at home and abroad. Most of the
remmmendations of this Committee, as well as of the others,
were summarized by the Resident's message to Congress on
December I 9, .ig47, and incorporated in the Administration
bill presented to Congress when it reconvened in January,
1948. This is the first o3idal presentation of the Marshall Pfan,
or the European Recovery Program, as it is oflidaUy known.
The President's message, and the bulky documents concerning the detailed aspects of the program, are sufficient to satisfy
the most exacting student of public affairs that the main
charges against the Marshall Plan are fully justified.
As was to be expected, the President framed his mess&%on
the Marshall Plan in the same political style as his "Doctrine"
speech. The purpose of the Marshall Plan is to restore the
traditional "bee" societies (read: decrepit, crisis-ridden capitalism) in Westem Europe, and to safeguard them against "te
talitarianism" (read: people's democracy and socialism). He
fuhinated against "aggressive activities of Communists and
Communist-inspired groups aimed directly at the prevention
of European recovery" (which means anyone opposed to the
Marshal1 Pfan).
He assured Congress, as had been dear from the beginning,
that "0tx program of United States aid dw includes Western
Germany." And he stressed again the well-known thesis of the
monopolies that the productive capacity of Western Germany
(note: always Western Germany not Germany w a whole)
must serve as the cure of European "recovery."
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rhese major polida clearly established-anti-Cornmu~~n
and rejuvenation of impaialist Germany, the inseparable
twins of a reactionary program-the President outlined some
of the mnmte aspects of the scheme.

YEAR-TO-YEARHAND0 UTS
The first thing to note is the continuing indeftnitenem with
respect to the total sum to be expected by the Marshall Plan
countries, In hi message the President mentioned the round
sum of 17 billion dollars to be advanaed in four years. This
in itseIf a l e s down by over 40 per cent the total credits that
would be required as originally estimated by the Euxopean
countries at the Paris Conference. But wen this commitment

removed from the Administration bill, with the consent
enjoy genuine "self-aid" or to moperate with each other
objected to the appropriation of any fixed amount for the
four-year period by this session of Congress.
As is the case with =pea to every major provision, the
failure to specify an overall sum stands in direct contradiction
to the annound purposes of the Marshall Plan. The scheme
was plugged as a plan for European "self-aid" and "moperation." But how a n the Marsha11 Plan countries plan their
**sel&aid"and "cooperate" to bring about recovery when they
do not know from one year to the next how much financial
assistance the United States will make available?
In fact, the Administration bill provides that after the original appropriation far the first 15 months, future appropriations will be considered by Congress on an annual basis. The
President himself explains the reason for this:
'The United States will, of course, retain the right to determine whether aid to any country is to be continued if our
previous assistance has not been used effectively."
In other words, grants and loans are to be withheld unless
the countries receiving Amerimn aid comply with the politid
and economic conditions set by the United States. Harriman
put it quite dearly: As soon as a country falls within the
"orbit" of the Soviet Union a11 Amerian aid to it is to cease;
m long as a country accepts Amerian "leadership" it will receive aid under the Marshall Plan.
was

To assure this, the President provides that a& of the receiving countries enter separately into bilateral agreements with
the United States "affirming the pledges which it bas given to
the other participating countries, and making additional cornmitments." Handouts on an annual basis and separate agreements with the United States remove the Iast vestiges of the
pretense that the European countries will be permitted to
enjoy genuine "self-aid" or to c q x r a t e with each other
freely. More humiliating conditions have rarely been p l a d
before sovereign nations.

FREE TRADE
The Resident a h takes the trouble to specify some of the
pledges and commitments that will be required of the Marshdl
Plan countries. Standing high among these ia the pledge "to
reduce barriers to trade among themselves and with orher

upon Britain
countries." I t is the same condition im@
when she was granted the loan of $3.75 billion in 1946-a
condition which has contributed so heavily to her continuing
h i s . It is the demand that the United States hm becn attempting to thrust upon a11 countries participating in the
International Trade Conferences at Geneva and Havana, and
which aroused determined resistance from small nations.
If the Marshall Plan countria accept this it will mean that
their domestic marker will be turned over to the United States,
whose great monopolies will be able to undersell European
indutry maywhere. It means that precisdy at the time when
the European countries must not only reconstruct their industry but also increase the tempo of their development if they
are to achieve fuU recovery, they must surrender their right
to protect and develop domestic industry. Furthermore, this
demand is being made when our own Government is moving
away horn a policy of lowering tariffs, and when the trusts
command the American market more completely than ever,
making it more difficult for other countries to export to the
United States, the largest sector d the world market.
This demand, then, also negates the professed aim of the
Marshall Plan to encourage greater production abroad and
bring world recovery.
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STOCKPILES FOR W A R
Another pledge stipuIated by the President is that the receiving country must commit itself to supply the United States
with qecifwd raw materials for stockpiling purposes. Such
stockpiling is a highly strategic measure, having a twfoId
purpose, Through the control of the major rwwces of raw
materiaXs, and by as~uringthemelves stockpila of these mnteriah while denying them to competitors, the Amerian trusts
wiIl be in a much better position to todominate the worId
emnumy. And by having at hand the strategic materials
needed for war industry, i t is hoped to establish complete
seU-8ufficiency in preparation for war. Since the countries of
Weswn Europe control most of the colonial world, which
contains the most valuable sources of raw material, the United
States mn obtain a virtual monopoly through the Marshall
Plan.
This particular commitment was spelled out in greater detail by the Herter Committee (House Select Committee on
Forejgn Aid), which is dominated by the Republicans. In
a tpcial: report on foreign aid and stockpi1ing of raw materials
(Novemkr PP, I 9471, it called for a systematic review of world
mw material resources with the aim OF assuring repayment
for American grants by free access m strategic ofes and
minerals. It cited specifically iron deposits in Labrador, British oil holding in Venezuela and chrome and nickd deposits
in French Caledonia-and no doubt had in mind even richer
prizes in Dutch Indonesia, in the French Congo, in British
Malaya and Burma, and many other dependencies.
Of course, a few minor political inconveniences stand in the
way. Labrador, for example, is paxt of Newfoundland which
is in turn a colony 01 Britain. But this can be remedied easily.
According to the Herter Committee, dominion status or some
form of partnership with Canada should be granted NewfoundIand "so that participation in these resources be allocated as security against a United States loan to Britain."
Even the Herter Committee must regrettably admit that this
simple solution of the wholesale transfer of colonies may not
always be possible. In which m e , it hw an alternate scheme:
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Where it is inexpedient politidly or otherwise to
attempt this direct solution of acquisition of mined
ri htsr a combination of Amerimn rivate mpital for de
ve opment under government parti guaranty, plus stockpile deliveries over a ag-year period, would go far towards
repaying some of the Marshal program loans and psibly securing interest coverage on previous advances.

(i
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How are the Marshall Plan countria ever going to achieve
recovery if in addition to granting free access to their markets
to the American monopolies they also transfer to them control
over the raw materials necessary for the development of industry? This is more like looting than recovery.

Still atha pledges demanded by the Resident would fad&
tare direct control by the United States over the economy of
the recipient country. Thus, a Marshall Plan country must
pledge itself to make "&dent use" of its own m u r c e s and
"take the necessary steps to assure efficient use" of all American supplies. American aid, therefore, is automatically to confer upon the United States Government the right to submit

all economic measures of a receiving muntry to the test of
"efficiency" as understood by American "free enterprise" administrators.
The President avoided, and the Administration hill does not
include, strictures against nationalization and other social reforms. These are omitted out of deference to the Right-wing
kdal-Demomats, who would find themselves in a completely *
untenable p i t i o n if the Marshall Plan were to demand
openly a ban on such measBut the intent to doom
nationalization has been made dear in every Cmgredonal
hearing. The Marshall PIan will operate against nationalization and progressive state measures, just as the previous loan
policy I
d to a retreat in the nationalization of the steel industry in Britain and to the halting of the nationalization
process in France.
T h e Harriman Committee report, upon whid the President's p r o m are based, was a h rather d u l in its ap
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pmach to this delicate question. Although free enterprise
is the best system, it myly admits, the foreign aid program
should not be used as a means of forcing other nations to adopt
it, as long as their own measurn "axe consistent with basic
democratic principles." And after making this polite h
to Social-Democracy, the report continues:
"Whatever's one attitude towards pIanning and free enterprise may be, there is all but universal agreement that true
economic recovery depends on releasing the energies of individuals [capitalists, of course] and cuting down on timeconsuming regulation of production and distribution."
Here you have the definition of "efftciency." The "regulation of production and distribution" is "time-consuming"
and therefore inefficient, And how are the countries devastated
by war, and suffering also from a long period of industrial
stagnation and economic deterioration, to gain even the chance
for stable recovery without demwacic measures of regulation
and control?
Here then is another basic contradiction between the p m
f e d aim of the Marshall Plan to encourage cooperative and
planned measures among the European countries and its actual rtrictures against such regulations, bemuse they wodd interfere with the domination of the American trusts o h their economy.

CONTROL OF CURRENCY
Another commitment demanded under the Marshall Plan

reveals that the died gifts or grants (estimated at between
60 and 80 per cent of prospective Amerian aid) are to provide a special means for direct United State control of the
economy. In the President's words, the receiving muntry wiH
be required "Lo deposit in a special amount the local currency
equivalent of aid furnished in the form of grants, to be used
only in a manner mutualIy a p e d between the two governments!' This is one of the mnditions appearing in the bilatcra1 agreemenu covering the interim relief of half a billion dollars appropriated by Congre.ss in December for Frmm,
Itdy, and Austria, to tide them over umil the hiarshall Plan
should be enacted
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This amounte to an outright Amerian mortgage upon the
counky. It provides the United States with a bridgehead for
control of finance and for dictating monetary poIiq. It also
provides an efEective means.for penetration by the Amerian
trusts into the basic economy of the m i v i n g country. Without making dollars available, these attached f q d s can be used
to buy up shares and stocks in industries and banks. During
the period oE German penetration into Europe similar results
were achieved through the system of special export marks,
which could not be used to buy German products but which
were used to buy up shares of industry in the other European
countries. "Self-aid"?Yes, self-aid for the monopoiies.
A forerunner of the e&a of the Marshall Plan upon foreign currencies was provided by the devaluation of the Frentb
franc in January, 1948. This action has the effect of making
French exports cheaper, taus sharpening the Gght for foreign
markers w i t h France's competitors. It also makes French
imports dearer, thus granting a big advantage to countries
interested mostly in exports to France, like the United S t a m
The overall &ect is to raise the cost of living in France,
~peciallysince a growing portion of her goods will come from
the United States under the Marshall Plan, while the cheaper
"export franc" will drain French goods from the domestic
'market. Britain is a competitor of France on European and
Middle Eastern markets and therefore opposed the devaluation. The United States, which antidpata winning she dominant position within France's domestic market as a result of
the Marsha11 Plan, supported the French devaluation. And
the United S t a t ~ia placing presswe for simihr action u p
other countries which will receive M a r d d Plan aid.
The entire scheme is provided with the proper checks and
mntroh that will facilitate the central objective: domination
over the Marshall Plan countries. Each country is required to
supply the Americm Government with "appmpdate information" on its use of grants and h m and on the fulfillment of
the &our obligations it undmakes, Note well, that this information is to be supplied directly to the Amerimn gwernment, and not to some 41-European committee set up by the
receiving cwntties. It appears the impression mated when
the Myrshall Plan was initiated last June that the receiving
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n a h m would themselves govern the disposal of Amgican
credits is completely illusory.
Nothing is to be left to chance, or to the @ faith of the
receiving country. The Government agency to be mated to
administer the PIm, whether it is separate from or an integral
part of the State Department, will have agents to supervise
the operation in Europe. According to the propah submitted by the President, it will have a representative with Ambassadorial status on the European organization of the Marshall muntries, who will act as a sort of economic overlord
or preConsul. In addition, a network of economic Gauleiters
is to be set up of specialized personnel attached to the American Embassies in the countries receiving American aid.
DiSPU T E 0VER ADMINISTRR TION
The disputes over the administrative aspects of the Marshall
Plan do not challenge the principle of supervision. The quarrel is principalIy over two questions: whether the oontrol is
strict enough, and whether the corporations should be given
such complete organizational mtrol chat E.R.P. would supersede in authority any branch of the Federal Government, including even the State Department. These quarrels are not
basic. No matter which plan oE administration is amepted
the corporations will be assured of the central role and the
Marshall PIan countries will be subordinated to the United
States, But the dispute ia important, because it throws additional light on the far-reaching ambitions of the monopoliesn
Marsha11 and others who supported the proposal that E.R.P.
should be dosely associated with the State Department argued
that the foreign-aid pIan is to become the "prinapal instrument of foreign policy." Therefore it is necessary to assure
the complete coordination of E.R.P.with the day-to-day o p
uation of foreign policy in general. On the other hand, the
Herter Committee, Govmor Dewey, the National &sociation
of Manukcturem, and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce are
among those who were not satisfied that the entire structure of
E.R.P. from top to bottom will be sufficiently manned by
businessmen.
In hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
of which he is chairman, Senator Vandenbexg criticized the
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State Department p&p"als on adminisuation b u s e in hk
view h e y did not provide enough of "a new element of business responsibility" that would assure the E.R.P. being "conducted in a businesslike way." He wished to make certain that
E.R.P. would have "a system of following our dollars abroad
to see that we're getting our money's worth." With both these
propositions Marshall and E.R.F. "general manager" Douglas, him& a businessman of no small worth, expressed the
matest sympathy.
What Senator Vanderberg had in mind is the plan submitted by the United States Chamber of Commerce on inspiration from Winthrop Aldrich, president of the Chase
National Bank. This plan is supported by the Herter Comrnittee. The propa1 wouId establish a separate corporation,
responsibIe to Congress rather than the State Department, to
control and administer grants and loans. Offieen wouId be
chosen from "outstanding leaders of industry." Boards of
trustees would be set up by the corporation in each country
receiving aid under the Marshall Plan.
It is di&ult to imagine a more &ective scheme for a
complete merger of the trusts and the Government for the
specific purpose of extending the Amerimn monopolies
throughout Europe. But it is also obvious that in this form
E.R.P.would become tw open an instrument of the American
trusts. Even the flimsy pretenses of recovery and relief would
vanish entirely. Perhaps the best mmmenc on this scheme
was made editorially by The New York Times in its defense d
Marshall's original proposals: "What more p r o t e c h do we
want? W e a u l d hardly go fuxther without taking over the
governments of the sixteen beneficiary countries" (January 6,
'948).

By February a "compromise" had been reached in the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, which would' place the
E.R.P. agenq on a par with any government deprtment.
A new independent agency was to be mated, headed by a
single administrator with Cabinet rank. H e would enjoy broad
powers in the docation of grants and loans, without veto
horn the Seaetary of State, or any single government department. A bipartisan advisoq board was to be appointed. The
agency would have its own Ambassador on the organization:
'
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set

ua bv the Marshal Plan countries. An E.R.P. mission

wo~l.6be' sent to each paxticipating country, headed by a
Minister, second in authority to the regular Ambassador. T o
check the entire operation a joint Congressional "watchdog*
committee would be set up. This committee would determine

whether a recipient nation has met its obligations and qualifies
for funher aid. To assure policies in every respect satisfactory
to reaction and the monopolies, Senator Vandenberg suggested
Herter as chairman of the joint committee.
In the meanwhile, the mowmnt is growing to place &is
new agency in charge of all grana and loans to countries outside Europe also. In a letter to Vandenberg Uanuary 21,
1gq8), Hoover propod that all countria receiving aid Exom
the United States be placed under the new agency. Herter
nlso favored this. Truman had already propod that China
aid be included and since the agency would also supervise
purchases fmm Canada, Latin Ameriai and other areas, it
would become a truly global Board of Directom. Tbis is paramount to creating a gort of Department of Expansionist
Maim, as a superahinet of the trusts, holding great p e r
within the Amerimn government.

HARRY F. BYRD
The objectioru raised by the so-called economy bloc, led by
Senator Taft and Representative Taber on the Republiean
side and by men like Senator Harry F. Byrd on the Demoaatic
~ide,are also tactical rather than differences of painaple. In
an election year it is not unusud to make a demagogic use of
the people's impatience at continuing high taxes. Members
of the economy blac are concerned mainly with reducing still
further the tax ram for corporations and the high income
groups, and in order to achieve this are willing to throw a few
concessions toward the lower-income groups. But this is only
one relatively minor reason for the demands of the "oppition" to pare down the sums appropriated for E.R.P.
Another, more potent, reason was given by Senator Tom
ConnaIly, a member of the Senate FowWgn
Relations Committee, who burst out impatiently during hearings on E.R.P.: 'We
can't go on supporting these peopIe for the rat of their lives.
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Why is it our responsibility to raise their level of production
abwe pre-war? It i s not our obligation to restore dl their foreign investments." Despite a11 the contmls and restrictions
with which E.R.P. bristla, it is still feared that "too much"
aid may perchanm lead to recovery of rival powers
S t i l l other motives for cutting down on Marshall Plan ap
pmpriations are revealed in the @tion of Senator Taft. In a
s p e d in the hmte on the interim-aid bill (November 08,
IH'~),
in which he urged the sum be cut drastidy, the Senator
declared tbat the billions of relief already extended by the
United States were largeIy waated, sine thcy were used to 'lift
the standard of living" of the European people and in " S d d ist experiments." H e also rekcted a p w i n g concern among
lxulnapoly and ruling circles over what he termed the "diasipation of United States resources" in many scattered p&rtaof
the world. According to him, the "only way there is going to
be any progress against Rwsia will h by m$ntahhg the
economy of the United States in a strong position and one
which is not subject to drains which are threatened if we go dl
out in a lavish distribution of American dolliua throughout
the world."
Many make the mistake of codusing this position with oldfashioned isolationism. It is not that. Tdt is aft.aid to take
chances with the European Sod-Demoaats, who are being
haxd pressed by the workers. H e want to keep asaistanee at a
h e 1 that wiU not permit Britain, the chief commercial rival
of American imperialism even the slighteat cbance of regaining some of her lost positions. He is afraid that too wide and
too "generous" granta of Anxeri~~n
aistance would needless17
waste funds that should be u d to expand the Ameriw military estabIisbmmt at home and a b m d

WESTERN WAR BLOC
S t i l l others are worried lest the Administration is slipping
up on a golden opportunity to acquire more, ommeas bam
in return for Marshall Plan funds. Thus, Senator Alexander
Wiley, W h n s i n Republican, remindad-General Manhall
that places like Iceland and the Caribbean islands were there
for the taking. Stmetary of D e h s c Forrestal in Senate la&81

ings linked the Marshall Plan so closely with a program,for acquiring new ovenas bases that it led to rather worried inquiria fmm abroad.
In fact, Marahdl had to affirm ofhially &hatE.R.P. "does
not provide for nor contemplate the acquisition of military
bases" But in the same OW
statement, the $emmy of
State asserted there is no contradiction between the Marshall
-Planand Fomtal's view that new outlying bases were "mentiaI to national defense." Indeed, on the same day (January
17, 1948) it was annound that Britain had agreed to permit
the United States to reopen a large air base at Mellaha in
Lybia, near 'rripoIi. This base commands the central and
eastern Mediterranean, and is within goo miles of the capitals
of Iedy, YugmIavia, Albania, Bulgaria and Greece, not to
speak of the approaches to the Bhck Sea. This was followed
on February 2 by extension of the American lease on a miliwy air base in the Azores, a possession of Portugal which is
a Marshall Plan country.
Like the demand for an E,RP. corporation, the request for
bases in return for grants would m e a l too plainly the real
aims of the M a d d l Plan. As Mafshall said in reply to Senator Wiley, "it .is very important that nothing be introdud
in that direction because it lends iBelf to violent propwnda
efforts by those unsympathetic to this program." The generaldiplomat is a tactful man.
As things progressed it b e m e wen clearer that E.R.P. is
to be used to sthhulate the formation of a West European
war aIliance, under control of the United States. On January
no, John Foster Dulles fwst proposed in connection with the
Marshall Plan a regional defense pact, modelled after the
Inter-American bloc. This was to include the "econdc
integration" (a term dear to all carteIists) of Westem Europe
through a monetary and customs union. T h e extent of aid
to any country would then be measured by the degree of
mopemtion of that country with the United States within the
blm. Dulles proposed that these provisions be written into
dl treaties resulting from the Marshall Plan.
Two days later, in a foreign-policy review before Parliament,
Bevin proposed organizing the "kindred souls of rhe West."
Treaties with France and the 13enelux countries--Holland,

!d
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Belgium and Luxembur-were to shape "an impornucleus in Western Europe." The Weatern Union would
indude Italy and all other Marshall Phn countries of Europe,
together with their overseas territories. Thus, in k i n ' s word&
a bloc would result that would "stretch through Europe, the
Middle East and Africa to the Far East."
It remained for ChurchiIl on the folIowing day to deli= tbe
purposes of the bloc with greater precision. Completely e
d
ing Bevin's policy as a continuation of his own, he a b praised
the United States for having "adopted to a very large extent
the views which I expressed at Fulton wo.] nearly two y m
ago and [they] have indeed in many ways gone fw. beyond"
Having connected the Western Union with his own warmongering tirade at Fulton, ChurcbiIl then urged Britain
together with the "other Western dernocmciea'' to "bring
matters to a head with the Soviet Government*' so that a
"settlement" could be reached before the Soviet Union had
the atom bomb.
Many matten impinge upon a Westem Union, such as
rivalries between Britain and France, and between them and
the United States. But the heart of the project was aptIy pIawd
by Herbert Hoover in a Washington Birthday address, when
he endorsed the idea of a "military alliane" with a Wesa
European Union to assure allies for the United States in the
next war.
The entire project officialIy became part of t h ~draft legislation for the Marshall. Plan. The ! h a t e Foreign Relations
Committee wrote the provision for a Western Union into !he
Bill on February I 2, Lincoln's Birthday.
Thus, as the Marshall Plan taka ofEciaI shape, its t m n s
conditions show clearly that it is a scheme f
a domination of
Europe and the oolaniaI areas in Afria and Asia dependent
upon West European countries. It has nothing in common
with either relief or recovery. It is a war pIan.

V. WHOSE PLAN IS IT?
From the general aim down to detded spe&mti'ons, the
Marshal1 Plan serva the special interests of the American
monopolies. They have the Plan firmly in h a d A 8ew ex33
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smples will suffice to show how completely the great invistment bankera and their industrial assdates control it.
Among the men in the Truman Administration who play
b y roles in the M d a U Plan and make the dedsions on
policy are:
W.AvmIl Hmiman, Semtary of Commerce; James Formtal, Seaetary of Defense; John W. Snyder, Semtary of the
T-by;
and Robert A. Lovett, second in command to
=nerd MarahaU in the State Department.
In private life, Hamiman ia a partner of Brown Bros., Harriman & Co., a leading investment fum, with important interests
in Europe which were obtained after World War I. Fmestal
is d a t e d with Dillon, Read & Co., which has specialized
in foreign hoIdings since the first war. Lwett also haib Erom
Brown Bm., Harriman & Co. Snyder is a Ieading St.
Louis banker, d a t e d with a powerful group of mid-Western
banking internu, with which President Truman was dso
dosely associated throughout his political career.
Others who play a central role in the Marshall Plan are
William S, Clayton, until recently Assistant-Secretary of State
in charge oE economic affairs, and Lewis W. Douglas, Ambassador to Great Britain. W e have already seen how Clayton
and Douglas, together with the Ambassadors to France and
A.M.G. in Germany, dictated policy to the sixteen Marshall
PIan countries at the Paris Conference. Clayton became head
of the Ameriaan delegation to the Havana international trade
conference when he left his State Department post. This venture is also closely tied in with the Marshall Plan. Douglas is
"general manager" for the State Department in seeing the
Marshal1 Plan through Congress.
CIayton is head of the largest cotton export house in the
United States, which also has important holdings in other
cotton-@wing- countries. Douglas b connected with the
Mutual Life Insurance Ca, which is among the five largest
insurance companies. Mutual ranks also among the leading
apital investment houses of the country. Douglas' right-hand
man is Paul H. Nitze, another investment banker.
In Wetern Germany, the pivot of the Marshall Plan,
AM.G. is well garrisoned by delegates from the most powerful
6nanciaI groups. Major General W~liamF. Dmper, the
M
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American economic d n a t o r , was an assodate of Forratal
in Dillon, Read & Co. Under Draper, in various supen*
posts controlling the German economy, are men from Republic
Steel Corporation, General Motors, Anaconda Copper, SoconyVacuum (foreign subsidiary of Standard Oil of New Jersey),
and others.
The dose ties between the generals and the corporations are
suggested by the fact that Draper and Fomtal both come
from the same bankhg investment firm. General Ludus D.
Clay, military governor in Germany, is noted for his faithfd
adherence to the Hoover Iine. His speciaI assistant is C d o d
Frederick L. Dwereux, a former oBicial of American Tdephone & Telegraph Co. His chief controller for the bizonal
areas is A. S. Barrows, president of Sears, Roebuck Co.
The Warriman Committee, which supplied the detailed
plan embodied in President Truman's message to Congrm,
is dominated by Big Business. Among its members are
Owen D. Young of General Electric, W. Randolph Burgess
of National City Bank, John L.Collyer of G d i c h Go., R R.
Deupree of Proctor & Gamble, Paul G. Hoffman of Studebaker Corp., Hiland BatcheIler of Allegheny-Ludlum Steel
Corp., Granville Conway of Cosmopolitan Shipping Co., and
Robert Koenig of Ayrshire Collieries Co.
Wi.& these and other representatives at the key pints the
corporations w i l not miss a single opportunity to acbiwe their
specific objectives through E.R.P. While the government (that
is, the taxpayers} shoulders all the risks and financial obligations, the corporations will extend their holdings abroad and
seif control of basic sectors of the economy in other count&%
T h e grane and loans under the Marshall Plan will take care
of the risky part of the venture, while private eapitd will step
in only when the pickings are assured. According to the data
submitted by the White House to C o n p , the g o v m e n t
is expected to provide $17 billion in four years, whiIe loans
from other countries in the Western Hemisphere together with
investments through the World Bank and by private ~apital
will amount to another $4 billion. Thus, at this stage, gwmment will carry the major burden, while private -capital will
step in only where it is mured immediate advantages and its
profits are guaranteed.
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The Marshall Plan is designed to dear the way for private
investment, to m o v e the political obstacles that stand
in the way of profitable operations by the wsts, and to gain
control of the key agencies (as in the Ruhr) for the benefit
of the corporations. In his message to Congress the President
shows this perspective dearly:
"kp economic conditions in Europe improve and politicid1
conditions become more stable, private financing a n be exp d to phy an inmasingly important role. The reco~nmended p m p m of United States aid includes pmvhions tn
encourage private financing and investments."
In discussing financia1 arraagementg for the Marsha11 Plan
the President makes his meaning even dearer. He gives two
reasons why the greater part of E.R.P. should be in grants
rather than loans. And it will be noted that when the talk
turns to serious matters such as finance and profit, humanitarian words about relief vanish. The f h t reason for keeping
the loans down is that borrowing countries would have to plan
formuch higher levels of export in order to pay interest on the
loans and provide for future repayment, This would supply
greater competition on world markets to the American monopolies. The second reason is that the revival of private
financing, which is one of the acknowledged aims.of the Marshall Plan, would be retarded if the receiving countries have
to meet p t debt obligations. For in this case it would k
more dficult for the American monopolies to realize the profit
from their investment in the form of imports of [goods from
these countries, if these are ta go in the first place to payment
of interest and amortization of government debt. In other
words, the Amerian people are to pay through taxes and
high prices for a program of expansion abroad in rhe interests
of the monopolies, which are relieved of the initial risks.
The relation between private investment and government
advancm under the Marshall PIan is of course a key quation.
It is aIso a touchy one, about which there is not likely to be
too much publicity. But in a rather brash column Arthur
Krock lets us in on a scheme being discussed by Marshall Plan
strategists for pxivate loans to specified industries abroad.
These loans would be guaranteed by the United States government, and altoated and supvised by the E.R.P. author96

ity. The indusvies thus aided would give their notes or shares
to the lender. Krodr quotes dixectly the views of "an outstanding counselor of government on the questions" dl folIow:
"In order it may not appear that the United States is opp e d to the socialism of Britain, let us say, a contract should
be made that, in case the British Government takes over any
industry, it will have to pay back the loans advanced in dollars" (The New Y d Times, December I l , 1947).

Since ddIars will continue to k scarce abroad the British
government would be unable, even if it so desired, to nationalize tbe industries in which the American monopolies have invested under the Marshall Plan. Leave it to the cartel p
liticos to draw the strings tight and fast1

OIL IMPERIALISM
Other specific interests of the American monoplies are
well taken care of at the expense of European recovery in the
E.R.P. project. This is immediately apparent with respect
to certain industries, such as oil, steel and shipbuilding.
The oil monopolies, always in a specially privileged p i i
tion in the State Department, are to benefit in a number of
ways. The project provides that some Marsha11 Plan funds
be utilized to procure certain materials abroad for Europe.
This indudes financing purchases of food from other counvies of the Western Hemisphere, which, incidentally, would
facilitate further colonization of the Latin American economy
by the uusts. It is also specified that all oil requirements be
provided from foreign holdings. This means first of all fom
the greatIy expanded Amerimn-owned oil fields of the Middle
East, where the oiI corporations are looking forward to complete command of the European market. The projected pipeline running from Saudi Arabia to the Mediterranean is
designed precisely for this purpose.
A d i n g to the Marshall Plan the oil mmpaniea are dm
guaranteed control of cruded refining in Eumpe, at the expeme of competing British, Dutch and French interests. The
E.R.P. project allows for the export of oil-refining equipment
to supply the American-owned refineries in Europe, alloatiag
one and one-half billion dollars worth of Marsha Plan ex37

ports. This is three times the amount requested for oil equip
ment by the West European nations of the Paris Conference,
one of the rare instances in which the import demands of.the
Man?& P t n countries are increased. In addition to tbi,
the E.R.P. proposals, based on the schedules of the Harriman
Committee, would guarantee American oil investments in
Europe to the tune of $85o,oao,ooo for a period of 14 years.
Rarely tlas a Big Business interest abroad received such open
and complete backing in a "relief' project.
The interepts of the steel uusts are also served directly by
the Plan, but in a different manner. In the propaganda accomp~nyingthe launching of the Marshal1 Plan a great deal of
emphasis was placed upon the need of the European countries
to help themselves by increasing production. But in order to
increase production in indmtry and mining as a whole they
would have to inaease the capacity of theix basic i n d u s h
and obtain the equipment necessary to expand production. fn
their report the prospective M W i Plan countries, projecting an expansion of their own steel industry, requested new
equipment horn the United Stat- to the value of $4m,om,ooo.
The E.R.P. schedule aata this by more than half. The West
European countries also requested aude steel and saap irrm
to increase their own raw steel production, and semi-finished
steel for manufacture in Europe. The Marshall P h i as presented to Congress provida for only one-third of the aude
rteet requested by the Paris Conference, offers no saap born
the United States, and only very little semi-hished steel. O n
the other hand, the Administration offers to export three times
more finished sleel than was requested at Paris.
The American sceel uusts refuse to utilize their full capacity,
which according to the Krug Committee wouM supply the additional six per cent of producrion required to meet the dedule of the Park Conference. Now E.R.P. would also withhold
the materials needed for the expansion oE the steel industry in
Europe. Instead it offers hished s t e l pruducts, so that the
American steel trusts can expand their position in tbe E ~ r p
pean market, at the expense of European industry.
Another typical case of how E.RP. propasw to attain
' h w r f ' in Europe by recarding European industry is t
h
President's prupmal with respect to shipping. It h coxmded
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that one d the main problems of supply to Europe is to provide sdcient shipping. E.RP, proposes to solve this problem
by turning over hundreds of arga ship horn war surplus,
which in itself would be helpfuI ae an immediate measure. But
this is linked with provisions which amount to practidy
dismantling the European, and espeoially the British, ship
building industry. As the Freaklent put it in his message to
Congress, "the sale or tempwary m e r of ship should be
link+ with the reduction or deferment of the proposed ship
building schedules of the participating countries."
In holding back rather than encouraging the development
oE European industry the President's proposals w.forward
in full the policy of the Hamiman Committee. Hamimads
Big Business group objected most strenuously to the expansion
of production on even the reduced scale outlined by' the Paris
Conference of the Marshall Plan countries. It deznau&d a
d n g down of their plans for new plant construction and industrial expansion and also of housing constructioa
Although these countries would need to intheir exports over prewar levels at least by go per cent to acquire
the xaw materials and f w d they need from each other and
from other counuia, the Haniman Committee objected that
their export cargets were too ambitious, and demanded that
they also be sided down. They were accused of an attempt
to "engineer a postwar boom of gigantic proportions"-a
strange charge from a country whose own p t w a r inflated
bourn continues to pile up huge profits for the uusts. Are only
the Americans privileged to enjoy a boom, while wen the modest pmduction lev& envisaged by the brow-beaten Marshall
Plan countries are considered unwarranted interference with
the monopoly plan ta dominate European economy?

TIGHTENING HOLD ON WESTERN HEMISPHERE
While the Manhall Plan is directed specifialIy to gaining
control ofWestern Europe, its operation is also in tended to extend the sway of the American monopolies over the colonial
and semi-dependent world. We have alrpdy seen how SOof raw materials in the colonies are involved Other provisions
far the purchase of food and raw materials to be sent Europe
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wouM facilitate the further penetration of Latin America
by American capital.
Grain, fats, oil, sugar, nitrates and other products are to be
shipped from Latin American countries, and aIso from Canada.
These are to be financed by the United States. In itsell, this
provide6 the American expansionists with an additiond lever
to impose their economic policies upon the other American
Republics, Many of these products-like nitrate, sugar, oil and
minerals--are in any case monopolized by United States ,firms
in Latin America.
How Marshall Plan financing may be used to bendt the
North Amerimn monopolies in other ways was indicated by
Carlton A. Barrett, head of a Ieading firm of indusuial
engineers, in testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations
Cwnmittek (January 30, 1948). He prooposed that the financing of shipments to Europe from Latin h e r i m be tied in
with exports of industrial machinery and equipment to Latin
America by private engineering and manufacturing firms in
the United.States. These firms would be paid in dollars by
the United Statea gowmment, and these sums would be
charged up against the Marshall Plan. Instead of receiving
dollars for their exports to Europe, the Latin American countries wouId have to receive capital goods from thee United
State3 at prices fixed by the monopolia and for purposes to
be determined by the monopdies with interests in Latin
American countries.
In the scheduled Inter-American Conference at Bogota in
March projects Iike these will, be pressed by the United States,
with the aim of removing every restriction in the Western
Hemisphere to the expansion of the trusts. Purchases under
the Marshall Plan will be utilized for this purpose.

VI. THE RUWR ARSENAL
If development of the West European countries is to be held
in check, them is noticeable quite a different approah toward Western Germany. Beginning with the Harriman Report and running.like a thread though the State Depart40
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ment documents on E.I.P., the aux of European remvery is
seen asl the revival of the Ruhr industries.
The Hamiman Report
especially the need to restore
d production in the Ruhr as a means of reviving German
steel and other industries, and not primarily for export.
Although the Marshall Plam nations were at first given public
assurance of controlling the & p a l of Amerian aid, the
Haxriman Committee objects to the allwtion of funds by the
Paris Conference report. It ruggem a major ahift of funds
in favor of Germany.

PRIORITY TO GERMANY
And this suggestion is fully honpred in the schedule of
proposed credits and grants presented to Congress by the State
Department in connection with the Administration bill. The
allocation of funds under the Marshall Plan for the six leading
countries is given as follows (15 per cent of these funds are
to come h m other Western Hemisphere nations and from the
World Bank):
Britain, 65,348,000,000; France, $g,plmo,ooo; Italy, Y,sf,glg,ooo,ooo; German Bizonia, $~499,mo,ow; NetherImds, $2,436,am,-;
Belgium-Luxemburg, $1,4lg,mo,oocr.
From this list it would seem that Western Germany holds
foufth place, coming after Britain, France and Italy. But if to
the sum p r o m under the Marshall Plan is added the outlay
for food and relief appropriated as part of the War Department funds, Bimnia would take first place. As the mult of
the Anglo-American agreement for the administration of the
merged zones in Germany the United States undertakes by fm
the major share of expenses. This is estimated by the War
Department and also by the Haniman Committee at one billion dollars annually, or four billion for the period of the
Marshdl Plan. The total outlay by the United States gwernmeat for Western Germany would therefore h $6,4g~oao,ooo,
exceeding the sum allomted for any of the West European
countria. Actually8 it would be even higher. In the total
advane scheduled for France provisions for the French zone
in Germany are also included. Private American invesunents
will k w prim;uily into Germany,
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These vast sums for Germany arc u, be applied to the revival of the basic a d most highly uustiEied industries of the
Rub-idustries that constitute the e a ~ e n t h lwar. potential
of Germany. TBe State Department schedules an immediate
i n a w e of coal, sml and chemical production af the Ruhr.
These are also the industrim in which the Americm monopolies hope to obtain daminant control, although the German,
British and French would no doubt serve as cartel partners.
The Republican Herter Committee of the House of Representatives in its own recommendations (which run fairly dme
to the Administration proposals on these questions) says: "Unless European, and particularly German, steel and petroleum
equipment apacity is brought into earIy and all-out use, there
is danger of a pisting-world shortage. . . !'It recommends
that German steel ingot production be increased through the
use of the rich iron-cire of Sweden, as hefore the war. It o p
posa the dimantling of German mills, especially sheet or strip
mills, for reparations. It wants to insure the fullest use of
the steel pipe-making plants, to supply oil transmission lines
lor American petroleum h r n the Middle East, And while
urging the fullest use of German capacity in this and other
branches of industry, it adds:
"In this connection, a review of the major steel expansion
p m p m s under way in the United Kingdom, France and,scvd other nations appears most appropriate. Such programs
are large consumers of home-made steeI as we11 as oE scarce
equipment to be supplied by the United States."
Down with French, British and Belgium-Luxemburg steel
production1 Up with German production1 This is the theme
of all versions of the Marshall Plan.
In practice the delivery of reparatibm horn the Wmtem
zones has already p e t 4 out. All told, according to the InterAllied Reparations Agency, only 79 million German marks

worth of equipment has been ddivered-an imigni6mnt portion of ehe amounts promised under the preliminary 'reparations agreement. For example, only 227 German merchant
ships have been transferred, but of these IOZwere turned over
to the United Statea and Britain, while 16 other nations received 1 2 5 ships.
Dismantling of war plan& has ceased. The Allied Control
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Council in Berlin recently revealed that in the British zone
only 24 of the 284 war factories were dismantIed, and in the
A m a i a n zone not a 8ingle one of the 117 plants scheduled:
for reparations was torn down. Tank plants, a M t factmimunitions works, underground chcmicd and strategic materials plants, submarine yards and other war idustries stand
ready for use. The revival of the coal, chemical and steel industries, as planned by E.R.P. would again make it possible
to provide these war plants with the necmary materials. TheRuhr would be preserved as the arsenal of westem Europe.

BL UEPRZNT FOR CONQ WEST

The bner objectives of the Marshdl Plan with respect

t@

Germany, as well as the dose connection between the monop
lists and the miUtary, is clearly revealed in a book by Lewis
H. Brown, chairman of the Johns-Manville Corporation. an
affiliate of Morgan & Co. Entitled A Report-on Germany, the
bmk was published in the fall of r*~, on the eve of the ill-

fated London Conference of Foreign Ministers. Brown had
been invited by Generd Clay to visit Gemany and prepare
a report for the War Department. Brown's listing of the p m
ple interviewed by him in pxeparing this xeport is a roster of
reactionary political leaders and cartelists of America, Britain,
Germwy, France, Sweden and Switzerland Before appearing
in print, the report was circulated for months in the government departments and among the leading personnel of the
American M i l i w y Government in Germany. It aEhiwed the
status practically of an offiaal directive.
This book reveals that the phn to rebuild Germany as an
American base in Europe has for a long time been dear to the
heart of the United States monopolists and top military circles.
For example, Brown relates how in the spring of 194s the
"geopofitica~section" of the American General Staff &b
together a group of industriahts to help obtain information
for the strategic bombing of Germany.
Another problem p l a d befoq #his p u p was what co d o
with Germany after her defeat, It proposed to the Generam
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Staff chat the postwar policy be based on thc proposition that
"an industrial Germany wars essential to the prosperity of Western Europe" {note Wesbm). These assembled industrialists
proposed by way of "security" only two measures: to eliminate
munitions plants and to establish a small inspection control
staL to supervise strategic materials. According to B m ,
this would suffice to prevent "Germany from preparing Eor
another war," while "it would permit her to perform her e n tial economic function as the industrial heart of Western
Europe." This poljcy was accepted by the American General
Staff in 1942. It has remained its working policy in Gennany
ever since (with the exception of dismantling munitions
plants), notwithstanding the provisions of the Potsdam agreement for demilitarization, denazification and decartelization.
Naturally Brown think9 the Rowevelt policy was a great
mistake, especially his agreement with Stdin and ChurchiIl
at Yalta in February, 1946,on the main outlines for a postwar
a great calamity to have
"Dermicted" the Soviet armies to reach Berlin at all. and holds
&at the key mistake of the war was to have invaded Italy instead of Yugoslavia. aa as to cut the Red Armies out of Eumpe
entirely.
According .to him, R m v e l t topped off his reprd of m i s takes by refusing to accept "a surrender of what was left of
the only p o l i t i d regime that could hold together any semblance of political structure in Germany." He refers, of course,
to the shadowv neo-Nazi abinet of Admiral Karl Doenitz
which begged h AngleAmerich recognition after the capture of Bqlin by the Russians. Potsdam, naturally, was another mistake. On the other hand, the speech of Byrnes at
Stuttgart was praiseworthy b e a u x it broki with the Potsdam
agreement and announced the permanent partition of Germany, although Brown thinks Byrnes did not go far enough.
This is enough to indicate the pro-fascist emphasis of Mr.
B m , whose report now serves as a kind oE blueprint for
American policy in Germany. It ranks with such works as
Hider's Mein K m p f and Baron Tanaka's Memorial on the
wnqu est of Asia.

German settlement. He considers it

R NEW CARTEL NETWORK

Brown goes on to advocate the most rapid p i b l e revival
of Western Germany, with the aid of the men responsible for
Hitler. "The industrial leaders, who have spent their lives
coming up in .the industrial machine, are the only ones that
know how to make it work," he writes. These are the men
"with brains," the men who workd for Hitler and should now
be put to work for Mr. Brown's cronies. This passage b worth
quoting:
M i a l l y everyone with brains in Germany sewed the
Nazi program and the German war effort in some capacity.
One cannot run a war without brains. The Nazis learned
tbat early. Likewise, one cannot run a acetime economy
without brains. It is time we learn that. The brains
of Germany are today, by a d large, no longer in places
where they can be of any use to German recovery, which
is today, world recovery.

2

Hand in hand with restoring to power the old cartel lead-ers of Germany, Brown would a h restore the entire monopolyartel network. He proposes direct loans to German indw
uialists. And to mure free reign for the Amerian m o n o p
fists within thin set-up, he u r p the rapid breakdown of
"S&achtisrn"-the intricate system of controls developed by
the German monopolies, especially under Hitler, to guarantee
their domination over the German emnomy. T o restore the
cartel system, under the aegis of the Amerimn trusts, he would
permit the German businessmen free exit to te-establish their

contacts abroad. He would encourage barter between induk
trial companies in and out of Germany. He would return a11
patents and trademarks to Germany. And he propow the following steps:
Contracts of Geman firms with firms of foreip muntries to utilize the latter's sales agencies and facilities as
a means of $.ettin products flowing quickly.
Parmedups bindustrial mmpanles from other =our;tries with German Eirms in order to help sup Iy capital,
distribution facilitim abroad and raw materi necessaryto the revival of German industry.

&
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A more open mnfmion of the real aims of American w
nopolists in &many ia M
y W b l e . -This is a plan for tbe
restoration of the monopoly-cartel system that broughr Hitler
to power. The main difference is that the American rnonop
bits hope to use the German cartelmastem to establish theit
own domination over -any
and Europe. Mr. Brown
p v e d even mom oubpken in a speech before a convention
of oil corporations in Chicago an November 13, 1947, where
he said:
"We can toke payment [for the Marshall Plan] in own@ship of European industry. For instance, American private h
vestom could buy stock in, or bond&of, European indtutdes."
Mr. Brown is not aausfied witb merely building up the
monopoly p i t i o n in W ~ t e r nGermany. He wants to ratore
the dominant imperialist position of Germany in Empe.
The restoration of the artel system, with the Ameriau m*
nopolits holding tbe strings, is one way he hopes to do this.
Within this framework (and not by reparations, of course)
he urges the immediate increase of exports of basic produ-'
goods from Germany. This, according to Brown, is "the key
presaiption to cure the most fundamental portion of Germany's campla ailment"-the partition of Gemany and the
loss to the Ruhr of the food and raw material resources of
Eastern Germany. The restoration of a united democratic
Germany as the cure to the "ailment" is naturally the veq
thing he wi~hesto avoid.
According to him, German exports would & built up until
they double the pPc-war ImeL The Matshall Plan "annot
succeed until such a basic change in fundamental poIicy is
made" as will permit attaining these goals. The Ruhr is to be
turned into a vast branch agency of the American carporations
which will seek to dominate the European economy from the
German heartland, through the m t e l system and through the
exports of pradwm' gods
Thus Germany is to be bdlt up at the expense of other West
European muntciss, especially Britain and France. Indeed,
Brhwn telh Congresa that it should not appropriate funds
under the Marshall Plan for these countries unless they accept
rhe Arneriean monopoly plan for Germany, Nor should Britain get aid u d a she agree to the "postponement of further
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nationalization." And France must agree to mergt her German zone "into an integrated Western Germany," besides accepting the suptrior position of West Germany.
In fact, according to Brown, France must give up any hope
of receiving coal from Germany for her own blast furnaces.
Not a ton of coal is to be exported horn Germany, for a11 of it
is to be used to power the Ruhr arsenal. Instead the French
need for coal is to be exploited to restrict British steel production and to gain control of British coal minw and exports.
His plan calk for increasing British cod production not for
use in British industry but for export to France. Tbis is to be
done by tempting the British miners with specially allocated
Amerian rations. In return for this Brown tells the British
minen that they must work six days a week instead of five.

THE ERSATZ STATE
As for the politid program, Bruwn follows the general $1icy outlined by Byrnes in his book. Speaking Frankly. The
complete merger of the French with the Angl~Amerilranzones
into a West German state is to be followed by a separate peace.

For Operation Monopoly he proposa a form of organization
"patterned after the S.HA.E.F. operation" that resuIted "in
the victorious invasion of Western Europe by the Allied Armies." In fact, the "er3atz" state set up in the combined Angle
Amerimn zones after the failure of the London Conference is
desaibed by co~~espox~denta
in terms identical with the military terminology of Mr. Brown.
It is remarkable how closely this "ersatz" state follows the
politid p d p t i o n given by the Chairman of Johns-Manvale Corporation. T o achieve the aims of monopoly it is
n-ary
to guard against the growth of the labor and democratic movement in Germany. Brown undemtands this very
wdI. In fact, he sounds as if he had received his basic training
in the schoo1 of Hitterism. H e opposes the eIection of a government by popuIar mandate, since the next five years "are
to I
x mitical years insofar as the threat of Communism is concerned." Instead the g o v ~is to
~ bet formed entirely from
the b i z o d Economic Council and the of6ciale of the State
Coundls. This M y will "care£uIly select" the guvernrgeat
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officials of the Western State. Perhaps later "tweparty" electiom would be permitted, one party representing the men in
power, and the other the "outs," in typical t w e e d h k twdedum fashion. Education? I t is nemwy that "the longer range problem of the d u c a t i o n for democracy be dearly
established as a secondary objective."
Naturally, this policy must be backed with force, tor that is
the only way it can be carried out. It is necessary to have a
"firm determination to back our policy with force. Unlm we
are thus determined, we should not start what we are not determined to finish and should not waste more money an a
venture that cannot succeed unless we go at it as we did the
winning of World Wan I and 11."
And this he t e r n the "middle way," as between isolationism
and going to war. He muna heavily on the atom bomb to "restrain" Russia. h any case, says Mr. Brown, "We must prevent
or win World War 111."
This is the so-called policy of the "calculated risk"-risking
even war to obtain the objectives which are dear to the Ameri a n monopolists.
Philip D. Reed, chairman of the General Electric Go.,
placed the matter just as suacinctly in hi8 testimony on the
Marshall Plan before the House Foreign a i r s Cbmmittee.

He said:
''W is war, gentlemen, economic and pditiml war, and
the cost of war is importantly affected by what moves the
enemy makes and what we must do to counteract them." (The
New York Timu, January 28, 1948.)
And this also b the underlying policy of the Marshall Plan,
whether ib find version be the E.R.P. program as presented
by the Administration or E.R.P. as amended by the Republican Herter Committee.

VII. CRISIS OF CAPITALISM
As a program for recovery the Marshall Plan is doomed to
failure. It wilt produce the opposite result. It d l 1 deepen the
ahis in Western Europe and thereby hasten the depression
in the United States. The limited effect of the volume of ex-
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ports in helping maintain production here will be more tham
offset by the effect3 upon our economy of the aisis abroad.

BLOCKS RECOVERY
Even the official version of the Marshall Plan admits that
the standard of living in Western E w p e by 1952 will be
well below that of 1gg8. The London Obssrver, a leading
journal, predicts that under the Marshall Plan pre-war p m
duction 1weIs cannot be reatored until 1960. In fact, the Marshall Plan takes every possible step, in the name d recovery,
to see to it that the European standard of Iiving is drastically
reduced. While cutting down the estimatm of food imports,
fertilizer and farm machinery of the Paris Conference by onesixth to one-half, it also would hold back the development of
industry in the Marshall Plan cauntria, making it h e b k
for them to increase their exports sufficiently to obtain the .
necessary food and raw materials.
Every major provision of E.R.P. blrecovery.
E.R.P.forces receiving wuntriea to surrender various conm h and regulations that would protect their own industries
from the competition of the American monopolies. It forces
them to turn over valuable raw materials needed for their own
industries to the United States. It telb them in &ect that they
shall not nationalize. industry or take other similar measures
to ovenxnne the long-range deterioration of their economy.
E.RP. gives the United States a leading voice in control
of currencies in the M d l Plan ~ountrieaTogether with
the bilateral qpanents, this commitment gives tbe U n i d
States a voice in domestic policy on w a p , prim, labor, recow
struetion and composition of the governmenu. The d v i n g
countries are being told to deflate-to keep wagm down and
prices up, These amangemen& make the d e d dollar
shortage even more m.For lthc most part the Marshall
P h countries will be forced to trade inmwingly in the
doIlar area, to whi& they can hope to send only a small part
of their exporn.
E.RP. form the receiving countries to scale down considerably their plans to expand' industry and to build new houses.
Considerable mcwery achieved during 'the first two pastwar
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yeardmrn 85 to 95 pet en; of the pre-war level in France,
Belgium and the Ne&herland+L now directly m e 4 by
the Marshall Plan.
E.RP. gives Weatem Germany priority over all countries of
Western Europe. I t reaeates the old rivalry between German
imperialism on the one side and British and French imperialisms on the other. And thia occurs to the marked disadvantage
of both Britain and Franee. The Ruhr industries are to be
retored with the l a t ~ techniques
t
by m
a
ncapital, while
the British and French industries are to be retarded. The
Ruhr is to become the central base of the Amerian trusts in
Europe, reviving the -1
structure, and again menacing
every European country and world peace.
E.R.P. is a weapon ofdivision. A MarshalI Plan curtain has
been thrown aaosr Europe, organizing Western Europe against
Eastern Europe. I t is erected upon the partition of Germany,
and it is aimed to perpetuate that division, preventing a united
democratic Germany. E.RP. has become the principal weapon
for splitting the trade unions in the Marshall Plan countries
and a h in the United States. Xt is being turned against the
World Federation of Trade Unions in an effort m split that
world M y .
E.R.P. &es
the Truman Dmuine fornard into France
and Italy. Ita "middle oE the road" supporters, like &e Rightwing Socialists, by joining in the holy m a d e against Communism, are paving the way for the extreme Right to come
to power. E.R.P. encourages fascism. It help to incite civil
war in France and Italy, just as the Truman Doctrine has
spread civil war in Greece and just as American aid flows to
Chiang Kai-shek's war against the Chinese people.
E.R.P. cannot bring recovery. It operates in the direction of
fascism and war.
E.R.P. cannot soIve the deep &is that now aWicts capitaliQm in Western Europe. The Marshall Plan is a s u p m e effor~
on the part of American imperialism to save bankrupt capital.
ism in Europe. It offers the people only continuing and even
greater austerity. It deprives them of their national inde
pendence. Already the Marshall Plan countries have surren
dered their independence in Eoreign poIiey. They have had tc
accept interference by the United States in their domestic
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pohaes. The poiitid and economic measurai oE E.R.P. would
render them semidependent appendage8 of American imperialism.

'

The countries of the Marshall Plan, wracked by internal
crisis of the system and faced with a colonial crisis whicb they
a n no longer solve, find it more and more difficult to maintain
their independence as nations on the basis of apitalism. Their
ruling circles turn to the United States to help them save
rnpitalism, and thereby betray their nations.
It may be asked why, if-the Marshall Plan subrdinates the
capitafist combines of Western Europe to the American trusts,
the ruling circles of these munuies accept the MarshalI Plan.
One may as well ask why the dominaut ruling cirdes 01France
and other countries sabotaged the struggle against Hitla
Germany during the war and then accepted an inferior p i tion within Hider's "New Order." The goo families of France
and the monopolists of Britain today deliberately choose
"junior parmerships" with the American trusts in the hope
that they will succeed in p r m i n g capitalism and in assuring
for thernxhes a sizable share of the profits to be obtained from
exploitation of the people ai home and in the colonial world
This is a deliberate mwe to stave off the basic changes in
their social system which done can solve the aisis and preserve
the independence of these countries.
I£ the countries now victim of the MarshaLI Plan are to
regain their independence and achieve recovery they can do
so on1y by moving forward towa ant socialism. The Communist
Parties of these countries Iead the workers and the forces
among the people that reject the perspective of a coloniaI
status. They therefore resist every move of their own ruling
circles, and of the Right-wing Socialists, to tie their country
to Amerimn imperialism. For this reason the main fire of the
American imperialist propaganda is directed against rhe Communists.
These countries c a n salve their problem only as &they resist
domination by the imperialists of our country and only as
they move toward a sodalist solution. This is the way the
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peoples of the old Russian empire solved their problems after
World War I. After World War 11 seven nations of Eastern
Europe can now move forward toward rapid reconstruction
and deveiopmtnt because they also made the turn toward
a sociaUst solution, although in a different manner than the
Russians did in 1917, and in accordance with their own
specific historical tradition and prevailing conditions. And
tuday the American imperialists are attempting to build up
a reactionary bloc in Western Europe not only to stem the
transition of these nations to socialism but also to blockade
and isolate the Soviet Union and the new People's States of
Eastern Europe.
The peoples of Western Europe are not to be blamed if they
rebel at the prospect of a living standard in 195~-alter the
tribulations of the war and postwar years-even below the
sustenance standards of 1938. They draw their own concluions
horn the contrast between the perspective of rapid growth in
East Europe and of continuing demdence in the West.
Some wiseacres try to present the basic contrast between
capitalist decadeand socialist progress by comparing the
Soviet Union and the United States. In many respects, but only
temprarily, pending the rrutbreak of an economic crisis, some
sectom of the American workers no doubt enjoy a more
luxurious Iiving than the majority of the Soviet workers. For
that matter, even greater differences ean be shown with respect
to practieal1y wery other country as compared to the United
States. W e should be nnhamd to make s d comparisons and
gloat aver them. The Soviet Union embarked on industrialization only twenty years ago, with the first Five-YearPlan. The
speed and extent of progress within this short period exceeds
anything in world history, including our own.
While the Soviet Union and most of Europe was laid waste
in two world wars within three decades, our country was uatouched and we enriched owselves during both wan. Today
our country still lives off the fat oE the war years, and exploits
the m k r y of the world to still further enrich itself. With our
well-stocked larder and accumulation of luxuries, such as the
people of Europe have not seen for years, our Marshallplanners have the effrontery to dictate to the European peoples
that they shall live for years to m e an austere life of bare
5*

d t e n w , because bankrupt capitalism can give hem no more
and they must not change the system.
Indeed, what p i n t is there in telling the peoph of Western
Europe that we Iive a sore luxurious material 1iIe than the
.

people of tlie Soviet Union, when they have not even the
slightest chance under the Marshall Plan of attaining the
steady improvement and the security enjoyed by the Soviet
peoples? Moreover, our own glittering standards are not half
what they are cracked up to be for tbe largest sectors of our
population. Even our better-paid workers and more prosperous
midaleclass people are wondering how soon they will lose
JI in the next crash.

DECADENCE VS. PROGRESS
The real contrast as it is fek in Europe is to be found e k where. The people of once-powerful countries like Britain and
France are eating l a and less, and living worse and WOW,
while the peoples of the Soviet Union are eating more and
more and living better. Above all, the contrast is to be seen
in the sharp difference in perspec~ve.By 1952 in B r i k n and
France the standard of Jiving will be lower than before the
war. By 1950 the Soviet Five-Year Plan will result in prduction levels half again as high as before the war, despite the
destructive holocaust of the German invasion. Living standards will be correspondingly higher. Even by the end of 1947,
only two years after the war, production Iwels were up again
w 1940. Rationing was ended. Food became easily available
in plentiful quantities, while rationing continued in Britain
and food b e m e even scarr;er.
A more immediate contrast is presented in the dil&rena
between the new demoaacies of Eastern Europe and the
Marshall PIan nations. The former are no small part of
Europe. The populations of Yugoslavia, Poland, Czechos10
vakia, Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary and Albania are about
equal to the combined population of Britain and France. The
territory of the new demwacies far exceeds the land area of
Britain and France. The East E u r o p n countria were for
Long virtual coIonim of the West European powers. They lag
far behind Western Europe economically. But t d a y they
have achieved independence. They are reconstndng at a

I
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pace that within a relatively few years witl transform them
into industrial countries on a modern and a socialist basis.
Contrast the Marshall "four-year plan" with the Yuplav
FivcYear Plan. We have already died the opinion of the
London O b s c r v ~thar under the Marshall Plan, Western
Europe cannot hope to attain the pre-war level of production
until 1960. The Yugoslav Fiveyear Plan schedules for 1951
a five-]old rise in industrial produdon as compared with
1939. By &en agricdtural production is to increase by one
and onedhalf times. The nationd income will be twice as high
prewar= The supply of retail goods to the population will
be doubled. Is this only a utopian plan, or does it have a
solid foundation in reality? The results of the first year of
the Plan show that it has been over-fulfilled.
Yugoslavia was a battleground during the war. If it is p
sible for the six federated nations of Yugoslavia to ful6ll such
colossal tasks of reconstruction and development it is bemuse
it is a People's State. It is because of the basic changes in the
soda1 system made possible by the victory of the National
Liberation Front, led by the Communists.
In praaice, the Marshall Plan is accompanied by a virtual
boycott of Eastern Europe. The United States is cutting out
the export of vital machinery and material to these coyntries.
The effect of the M d a U Plan is also to binder trade relatiom between Eastern and Western Europe, because of the
hostile political bloc it seeks to form in the Wat, and beause
the Marshall Plan countries will be tied doseIy to the monop
oly and "free enterprise" policies of cbe United States.
Here is another fatal contradiction in the Marshall Plan.
Even the restricted goal of a lower-than-prewar standard of
living in 1952 is k d on the supposition that the pre-war
level of trade benveen Eastern and Western Europe will k
restored, But in practice, the Marshall Plan operates against
East-West trade, to the detriment in the first place of the
Marshall Plan countries.
For the East European countries, as the Soviet Union has
proved during the past three decades, will proceed with their
own development, regardlea of a boycott. They depend primarily upon heir own resources and especially upon the great
popular energies released by the social changes. In fact, ea&
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People's State of East Europe is in a far more favorable p d tion than che Soviet Union during its earIy years. These states
do not stand alone. A la@ and rmurcdul country that has
already achieved socialism supports them. They are able in
many ways to maperate with each other in the exchange of
newmry p d u c u , of techniques, and in common undertakings.
A boycott against them will do more harm in Western
Europe than in the East, for the Western counvies need many
of the matmiah available in the Danubian countries. They
need markets for industrial products, in return for which they
can obtain fwd. Shutting out Eastern Emope from the e e
no& Iiie of Europe as a whole will sharpen the crisis in thc
West, just as the boy cot^ against the Soviet Union between
the 'two world wars had the effect of deepening every s u d ing economic h i s in the capitalist countria
And Ihe sharp economic rivalries among the major powen
in the West, especially between the United States and Britain,
will become even sharper for they will operate within a much
narrower orbit. This conflict will be intensified by the efbrt
to build up Western Germany. The announced objective of
Anglo-American policy is to make the combined German
zones self-sustaining by 1952. I t is planned ur inaease the
exports of bizonia seven tima in five years, over the praent
level, while receiving only a amdl inaease of imports.
Where are t h e exports to go? It is roughly estimated that
about one-third of ali exports and imports of West Germany
before the war were with Eastern Eumpe, including the
Eastern zone of Germany. Since the Marshall Plan will operate to cut down East-West trade, these exports will have to be
absorbed in the West Empean wading area. This mn be
done only at the expense of West European industry, and
also at the expense of domestic pmduction in the United
States.

The Marshal1 Plan operatel against recovery in Western
E m p e and the world. It annot even assure a short period
sfstability at a lower economic level, as was the m e with the
Dawes PIan and the reigning policy after the k t war, But
the effort to mrry out the Marshall Plan hastens the economic
crisis at home, and increaees the danger of war and fascism
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VIII. A WAR ECONOMY
The eEects of the Marshall Plan upon Ameria are
diaasmus*
In Congressional hearings on E.R.P.,Seaetary of State
Marshall, Secretary of Defense Forrestal, Secretary of the
Army Royall and others stated that if the Marshall Plan were
not passed the United States would have to become an armed
omp. This argument is a blind. We are threatened by no
one. Besides, we are becoming an armed mmp even with the
Marshall Plan. For the main policy underlying the economic
and political aggression of the Marshall Plan is that it must
be backed with force.

T H E W A R BUDGET
The President's budget message to Congress in January,
1948,presented less than a month dtw the Administration's
maage on the MarshalI Plan, sets the pace for a war economy. Almost f 12 billion (including atomic armaments), or go
per cent of the entire budget, is scheduIed for direct military
expenditure. This provides for a bigger air force. It is to be
devoted, in the President's words, to equip "small, highly
mobile tactical ground forces, as well as mupation tmop
and their support." It includes universal military training.
The present fleet, which is larger than a11 other fleets corn*ned, is to be maintained at near wartime strength, with an
. a l e air wing. Manufacture of atom bombs and experimentation in new weapons are to be expanded.
Together with over $7 billion asked for the Marshall Plan
.and other foreign ventures in Greece, China, Korea and else-where, half the budget is devoted to warlike activities.
But these are only minimum requirements. They are only
lfirst insralIments. Military expenditures in the foIlowing years
.are to be even greater. The. President's Air Policy Commission
beaded by Thomas K. FinIetter, calls for building up a longrange air force, capable of dominating all world industrial
cent=, espedaIly those of the Soviet Union. This wi11 cost
$nq billion during the next four years, over and a b v e what
would be spent at the present rate on the Army, Navy and
Air Force.
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A c c o r d q to Walter Lippmm, military costs lor the five
years 1948-1952 will reach $75 billion, not counting ad&rional billions for universal military erahing, prduction of
new weapons, industrial mubilhation, and the maintenance
of an expanding network ol b w around the world (New
York Heraid Tribune, January 15, 1948). Hanson W.Baldwin,
military expert of The New Ym& Times (January I 5, 1948)~
estimates that the annual military outlay will reach $18
billion by that time, not counting extras like co~lgqiption,
enIarging the National Guard and the Reserve Carps of the
Army and Navy, doubling output of the atomic mend, new
military construction and other items. In the next five y m a
the United S t a h with pxesem plans is likely to spend at least
$loo billion on armament.
This is already a long step toward a war emnomy, The
direction in which we are going is also shown by the preparations now being made for the mobilization of industry on a
war basis. T.J. Wargrave, chairman of the Munitions Board,
told a recent convention of the National Association oE Manufacturers that 6,000 plants had already been aIloated for war
production in case oE an "emergency," while 16,more
were being processed by the armed servica (The Neu York
Times, December 6, 1947). In early January, 1948, a large
group of big industrialists were called together by the
National Security Resources Board to advise the government
on measures for the mobilization of industry for war. Underground war plants are being built. Sixty munitions plants are
in standby condition ready for production overnight, whik
70 more are at hand. By mid-rgq8 it is planned to have a
stuckpile of strategic materials worth a half billion dollare.
About tho industrial regervc units of personnel are ready to
be called into active sewice by the Army, while o,mo mare
units are to be organized during the year. Never before in
peacetime has our country prepared so actively for war.
The heavy armaments burden is one of the main factors
contributing to inflation. For with the government spending
so much for military purposes the ratio of war production in
industry is increasing. If to these expenditurea are added
the growing portion of military goods exported under the
Marshall Plan and other "foreign aid" progmms (as to China,
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Greece and for standardization of arms in Latin America) it
is obvious that we are producing more and more war goods.
A p w h g portion of our prduction, therefore, is diverted
from civilian markets, where continuing shortages contribute
to maintaining high prices.
Effects of the Marshall Plan abroad also increase iaazltion
at home. For, as we have seen, it is directed toward retarding
the industrial deveIopment of the Marshall Plan countries,
and to checking production especially in those branches competing with the American monopolies. Thus, it perpetuates
sarcity abroad, and prevents these countries from overcoming
vital shortages through their own productive efforts. Products
that they could grow or produce, or obtain in return for
exports to countries other than the United States, must therefore be supplied from this country, increasing our exports
withoumt adding to our imports. This also tends to keep prices
rising at home.
Both ?he Democratic and Republimn "anti-inflation" pre
grams are completely ineffectual, precisely because at no point
do they attack the essential causes of the inflation. They are
tied to the militarist and expansionist Marsha11 Plan. They
differ in degree of control, but both programs are directed
toward facilitating the procurement and channeling oigoods
for military production and exports under the Marshall Plan.

WALLACE'S PROGRAM
This does not mean to say that any program of foreign aid
wouId have the same disastrous effects. Henry WaIlace's relief
and reconstruction program, based on a policy oof unity and
friendship, and established under the auspices of a strengthened United Nations, could advanee world xecovery. For his
people's program would give priority to the nations which
suffered most from Axis aggremion. It would respect national
sovereignty, leaving each nation free to develop its own e m
nomic pkn, without political or economic conditions. It
would encourage the expansion of industry rather than
restrict it. His program calls for the planned use of the Ruhr
by the Big Four to assure that its products would go to reeon~mctionof all Europe, and not be used to build up a new
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carte1 network Em the benefit of the A m e r h monopolies.
None of the fun& would be spent for military supplies or war
preparations. His program of foreign aid is tied to a policy
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of peace, and not of preparatiofls for war as is the m e with
the Marshall Plan.
Within the hamwork of such a policy it would be possible
to control prim and to take efkctive measures against an
economic aisis. We could preserve our democratic rights. W e
could safeguard peace.
But the Marshall Plan, which is the policy of both major
parties, is a war poIiq. As such it h nothing good to offer
the peopIe either at home ox abroad. By depressing living
standards in the Marshall Plan countries, it also deprema
our living standards, in addition to making the people pay for
war preparations and aggresive expansion by the monopolies.
i t seehs to avmt the threatening depression in the United
Slates by military means.
As we have seen, military expenditures and the Marshall
Plan account for half next year's budget. But only six per cent
of federal funds will be spent for housing, social security
and education, while less is allocated for veterans. Yet,
every responsible authority-including the President's own
Committee of Economic Advisers and the Department of Ece
nomic Affairs of the United Natiowanticipates a depression
beginning in 1948. Pmident Truman M d f in a message
to Congress (January 14, 1948) spoke of the gnat danger of
an economic recession, adding, "We cannot be sure that such
a recession would not be mere and recovery slow and
painful."
His responsibility is all the greater, after having said this,
when he presses for a military budget with a few side dishes
served up in the way of social. work. The latter are thrown in
for purely demagogic purposes. T h e President admits the
danger of an immediate depression. His way out is a war
budget, instead of asking for emergency appropriations for
relief abroad on a non-political bJis, for the expansion of
social security benefits, and for other &a1 expenditures that
would assure a peaceful way out of the crisis. It is the bipartisan path to war, as the way out of a depression.
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IX. WHICH WAY OUT?
Such a program can bc? sold to h e people only by deception. It can be put into practice only if the peopk are led to
believe that the Marshall PIan will bring them pace and
security. This requires that the real intent of the Marshall
Plan remain obscure. It means that the people should be
confused with unfounded c h g a that the Soviet Union, the
East European democracies and the Communists everywhere
are planning the destruction of the United States. The aggressive acts of the American monopofies and government
actions in their support must be hidden from the people.
Those who expose the real objectiva of the Marshall PIan
must be slandered and hounded from politid Iife. The p m
pIe's movement against this new war conspiracy must be
blocked, undermined, split and destroyed Reaction must ride
triumphant,

ROLE OF RIGHT-WING SOCZALfSTS
Hence the Right-wing Socialists and liberals have a role
in the strategy of the Marshall Plan. They are oountd upon
to confuse and divide the people. Says the State Department,
in a background report of the Marshall Plan: the EGopean
Socialists are "among the strongest bulwarks in Europe
against communism." Says the Republican New York H m I d
Tribune (January 14, 1948): "Our strangest ally in Europe
is Socid Demomtcy." It is true, says the State Department,
that the Social-Demomats favor "a greater degree of social
planning and economic control than is accepted in this country." But the diehard free-enterprisers are assured that these
controls will be relaxed under the Marahall Plan.
Indeed, the Marshall planners have every reason for this
confidence in the Right-wing Laborites of Britain, in the
Socialist Ieaders Blum and Ramadier in France, in Schumacher of W e t Germany. The Attlee-Bevin Labor Cabinet
accepted the humiliating conditions of the loan to Britain
in 1946,turning their back on the nationahtion and reform
program promised the British electorate. The Right-wing
Labrite leaders accepted the Churchill foreign policy as their
own. Together with the French Socialist leaders, they under-
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took the task of gathering the other West European countries into the Marshall Plan bloc. Tbey timed a new attack
upon the British Cummunists with the split in the French
trade unions and with the launching of a new Red-scare conspiracy against the German workers in the Ruhr. Under their
Ieadership, a Marahdl Plan International of Socialist parties
is being formed, forcing a compIete break with the Sociaiist
Parties of Eastern Europe that are -sting with the
Communists.

k has been coined, the "third force," as if wit11
of labor and of nations can be j u t i f i d
The policy of the "third force*' or the "middle road" has led
to the splitting of the French trade unions by the Socialists,
although this split is not as successful as they hoped. It has
led to the use of m p s against workers in the general strike
in France in November, 1947. By joining the hue a d ay
against communism, to justify their support of the Marshalf
Plan, the French Socialist Ieaden encourage General C b a r l ~
de GaulIe, the man on horseback who is trying to turn the
dock back in France to the fascism of Vichy. The "middle
course" of Attlee and Bwin, by which they tried to delude the
British people into believing they could balance off the
United States against the Soviet Union, gave the Tories their
peat victory in the 1 0 elections last year and gave new hope
to the M d e y fascists.
The "midde course" is today largeIy mythical. The "third
force" is a farce. By splitting the workers and the democratic
people's movement it opens the door to f-m,
as in the past
it Ied to Hitler in Germany, to the anti-Comintern Axh, to
the appeasement oE fascism at Munich, and f M y to WorId
War II.
Right-wing libera18 and Social-Demcmats in America, like
hose grouped in Amerians for Democratic Action (A.D.A.)
are also attempting to mislead the people. They urge the
suppart of the Marshall Plan as "The Liberal PoIiq," as the
"middle course" ktween the e x m e right and the extreme
left. They hide the truth. How m the MmhaU Plan be
a "middle course" when in reality it is the p q p m of the
American rnonopoliea for d d domination?
Those a r n ~ ~ - t htrade
e union leaders who have boardad

A new p
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rhe Marshall Plan bandwagon are deceiving and betraying

the labor movement. The Executive Council of the A. F. of L.

is actively carrying the crusade abroad, directly financing reactionary labor leaders in other countries, and intervening
directly as strikebreakern in the labor movement. During the
general strike in France A. F. of L. leaflets directed against
the leaders of the French miom were distributed Ih Marseilles and otber cities. It supports all splitting elements in the
Italian trade unions. After many years of endeavor, the
A. F. of L. has $carted a rump labor federation of racketeer
unions to fight the Latin American Federation of Labor. It
has caIled a conference of all the unions it can muster from
he Marshall Plan countries.
Serving as a sort of "left wing*' of the labor phalanx of the
Marshall Plan, some leadas of the C.I,O., including Phillip
Murray and Walter Reuther, are also becoming, actively
engaged in the rrrusade. Murray and others sit on the Citizens
Committee for the Marshall Pbn, which is dominated by
prominent Wall Street representatives. James Carey was sent
to France to help the State Department split the French
unions, and to attempt to provoke a split in the World Federation of Trade Unions. It is true that he now complains
that the State Department Eavors the A, F. of L. over the
C.I.O., but all he demands is a more prominent role on-behalf
of the Marshall Plan. In a broadcast over the State Department's Voice of America station on December 7 (anniversary
of Pearl Hatborl), Murray assured the workers:
" W e in the American labor unions have no intent to turn
the European aid program over by default to the WaIl Street
linancial groups."
This is no more convincing when it comes from the lips of
Phil Murray than from the completely dimedited A. F. of L.
leaden. There is no need to turn E.R.P. over to Wall Street.
I t is already there. It was there from the beginning.
What will Phil Murray tell his steel workers when the steel
corporations attempt to use the low-paid German workers as
etrikebreakers by transferring orders to their Ruhr plants?
And what will he say when the Marshall Plan hecornes a
strike breaking weapon at home, as it is already abroad? Rem t l y some strikers were arrested at a sugar central in Cuba
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h u s e , it was said, they were u n d u e r g the Marshdl
Plan, which requires sugar for Europe, Here at home a similar
threat is a h d y being made. A "top Federal h h r o5icial" wan
recently quoted (United Press, F e w 15) to tbe dfect that
the government fully intends to use the Taft-Hartley h w to
prevent strikes in essentiaI industria h u g e such strikes
would endanger the Maraball Plan.
'PROSPERITY' THROUGH WAR!
I

Many trade union leaders do not, and many more win not,
join in this deception. In effect,, the American workers arc
asked to believe that their relatively high living standad a n
be maintained, and a misis averted, by preparing for war
through the Marshall Plan. This in itself is an admiasion of
.the bankruptcy of capitalism, for prosperity is promid only
through a war economy.
N o doubt the German peopk shared tidbits from Hitler's
conquest of Europe. But this proved rather costly. Many lat
their lives. The Geman nation lost its liberties and its cuIture, and for more than a deade became the barbarians of
Europe. In the end, even Gerrnan unity as a nation was lost,
at least for che time being.
Over a long period some sedors of the British workers dso
enjoyed somewhat better conditions h m the exploitation of
the colonial worId, although the British monopolies got by
far the lion's share of the loot. But this life by tribute horn
oppressed peoples led to the deaden= of British 'kociety, to
the deterioration of its industries and farming, and has
resulted in the great irnpverishment of the British people.
Some two hundred years ago the budding British Empire
could look forward to a period of living from world tribute.
That is now ending for Britain.
Wall Street's tycoons think their day has only begun. But
the day is already far gone even for Wall S e t . World empire
has no future in the twentieth century. The people's movements are too Ear advanced throughout the world The promise of prosperity for the people from expansion abroad is only
tinsel. It does not even have the ha-reality of similar promises to the British workers in the past.
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Despite aU this, are the American workers ready to seek
"prosperity" through a war policy? Neither she American
workers nor the pmgressives have so suecumbed to W s t prop
aganda and pressure that they would willingly support such
a policy as a way out for our country.
Our trust moguls may grow dizy with sume easy and cheap
successes. They may drag us a long way toward a war that
would prove disastrob for America. MiUions of Americans
already see through the entire scheme. Henry Wallace offers
them an opportunity for a peopIe's choice in the Presidential
elections. This is the people's opportunity to create a party
of their own, against both parties of the trusts and of war.
To enIighten the people, to expose the warmakers, to b 1 d
and defeat rhem before they bankrupt and destroy the country, is today the mark of real patriotism, of real loyalty to our
countrymen.

